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Greenspaces are increasingly promoted for their wellbeing benefits. However, the design of urban
greenspaces is based on western colonial ideologies. The extent to which the demand or preference for
greenspaces accord with the priorities and needs of ethnic migrants living in Minority World cites from
the Majority World is questionable. Informed by a talanoa approach and cultural liaison, a mixed-method
qualitative research design gathered experiences from first-generation Samoan migrants living in South
West Sydney (SWS). To interpret the experiences of what participants named as ‘outdoor nature space’,
the thesis draws upon Fleuret and Atkinsons’ (2007) spaces of wellbeing framework. The framework
explores how spaces may, or may not be, experienced as integrative, secure, capacitating and therapeutic.
The analysis employs a ‘portrait’ approach and focuses on outdoor nature spaces that participants
identified at different geographical scales. The thematic analysis illustrated that backyards in SWS were
at odds with participants’ wellbeing for older and younger participants. However, specific neighbourhood
spaces facilitated wellbeing for older participants by offering possibilities to socialise and relax, although
limited to daylight hours. The more mobile younger adults identified sites across Greater Sydney as
spaces of wellbeing. Like older adults, younger adults underscored the importance of environmental
characteristics of outdoor nature spaces such as water, climate and plants as enhancing their capability
to relax and sustain social relationships. Attention is drawn to how the outdoor nature space of the beach
embeds performance of exclusionary gendered and racialised norms. The thesis concludes by
considering how ethnic minority migrant ontologies can help to inform urban planning decisions in the
Minority World for neighbourhood-scale greenspaces and address wider questions of liveability for
diverse groups.
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Abstract
Greenspaces are increasingly promoted for their wellbeing benefits. However, the
design of urban greenspaces is based on western colonial ideologies. The extent to
which the demand or preference for greenspaces accord with the priorities and needs of
ethnic migrants living in Minority World cites from the Majority World is questionable.
Informed by a talanoa approach and cultural liaison, a mixed-method qualitative
research design gathered experiences from first-generation Samoan migrants living in
South West Sydney (SWS). To interpret the experiences of what participants named as
‘outdoor nature space’, the thesis draws upon Fleuret and Atkinsons’ (2007) spaces of
wellbeing framework. The framework explores how spaces may, or may not be,
experienced as integrative, secure, capacitating and therapeutic. The analysis employs a
‘portrait’ approach and focuses on outdoor nature spaces that participants identified at
different geographical scales. The thematic analysis illustrated that backyards in SWS
were at odds with participants’ wellbeing for older and younger participants. However,
specific neighbourhood spaces facilitated wellbeing for older participants by offering
possibilities to socialise and relax, although limited to daylight hours. The more mobile
younger adults identified sites across Greater Sydney as spaces of wellbeing. Like older
adults, younger adults underscored the importance of environmental characteristics of
outdoor nature spaces such as water, climate and plants as enhancing their capability to
relax and sustain social relationships. Attention is drawn to how the outdoor nature
space of the beach embeds performance of exclusionary gendered and racialised norms.
The thesis concludes by considering how ethnic minority migrant ontologies can help to
inform urban planning decisions in the Minority World for neighbourhood-scale
greenspaces and address wider questions of liveability for diverse groups.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

(MacDonald 2017)

1.1 Research background and significance
In cities around the world, greenspaces are a key priority for municipal authorities.
Providing greenspaces has become a way for authorities to uphold principles of social
inclusion, liveability, sustainability and wellbeing (Department of the Prime Minister
and Cabinet 2016). Sydney is no exception.

Longstanding public health literature draws predominantly on a positivist approach to
measure what connects greenspaces with health and wellbeing (Taylor et al. 2018).
Most previous studies of greenspace are embedded in a western colonial logic which
privileges a nature/culture binary (Thomas 2001; Kloek et al. 2013). The need to
challenge this binary thinking is well-established (Gesler 1992; Gabriel 2011; Byrne
2012) – including via studies that call for greater openness to ethnically diverse
2

environmental knowledges. Klocker and Head (2013) advocated for conceptual
frameworks that acknowledge such diversity, including the environmental knowledges
of ethnic minority migrants from the Majority World living in the Minority World 1.
This thesis takes up these themes to consider everyday interactions of first-generation
Samoan migrants with greenspaces in South West Sydney (SWS), and how it shapes
their wellbeing.

Ethnic diversity is a characteristic of the contemporary Australian city. In 2016,
Sydney’s population totalled 4.8 million, with 37 per cent of people born overseas (ABS
2016). Pacific Island migrants have a long-standing presence in Australia, dating back
to the 1860s when forced migration to sustain the Queensland sugar cane industry
occurred, known as ‘blackbirding’. Today, Pacific Island migration closely aligns with
seasonal agricultural labour; however, there are also sizeable Pacific diaspora
communities in Australian cities (Davis 2017). The second largest Pacific cohort lives
in New South Wales, with census data depicting a high percentage of Samoan people
living in SWS, for example, 8.2 per cent of the population in Claymore is Samoan (ABS
2016). Migration from diverse Pacific Islands to Australia may increase over the
coming decades, with climate change impacting low-lying islands (McNamara &
Gibson 2009). It is crucial to explore how migrants from the Pacific experience life in
Australian cities. Such exploration includes consideration of how urban greenspaces –
developed with the intent to promote social inclusion, liveability and sustainability –
shape their wellbeing.

1

Minority and Majority world terminology is based on Punch (2000). They were chosen because they
avoid the connotation of inferiority (as in developed–developing and First–Third) and do not contain
ingrained geographical inaccuracies (as in North–South).

3

1.2 Research aim and questions
The project aim is to consider how first-generation Samoan migrants living in South
West Sydney (SWS) invite a rethinking of the connection between greenspace and
wellbeing. Three questions guided the research:
1. How do Samoan migrants living in SWS understand ‘greenspace’ and
‘wellbeing’?
2. Where is the ‘wellbeing’ of Samoan migrants living in SWS diminished or
strengthened through connections with ‘greenspace’? Does this differ across
geographical scales, and for older and younger adults?
3. What dimensions of wellbeing are emphasised in Samoan migrants’ descriptions
of their everyday interactions with greenspaces in SWS and beyond?

Fleuret and Atkinson’s (2007) spaces of wellbeing framework is employed to engage
with the research aim and questions. Addressing these questions is important to plan for
liveability, sustainability and wellbeing in diverse SWS.

1.3 Thesis roadmap
To address the research aim and questions, this thesis is structured in seven chapters.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of literature on urban greenspace and wellbeing in the
Minority World, with a particular focus on health geography. Chapter 3 introduces the
research methods and outlines the talanoa approach and role of a cultural liaison in this
thesis. The concept of ‘outdoor nature space’ is introduced because the notion of
‘greenspace’ did not resonate with the participants. Insights are offered into ethical
considerations, recruitment and sample, and analysis. The next three chapters interpret
the empirical data. The chapters employ a ‘portrait’ approach to offer a rich insight into
4

several participants’ experiences. Chapter 4 focuses on five older first-generation
Samoan migrants in SWS, Sina, Dora, Theresa, Para and Fraser and their experiences of
greenspace via their backyards. The thematic analysis highlights the impossibility of
backyards as spaces of wellbeing for these migrants, because of the presence of fences
preventing sociality, rental agreements and obligations and the absence of cultural
traditions and familiar flora. Chapter 5 again focuses on five older first-generation
Samoan migrants’ experiences of greenspaces in SWS, this time at the neighbourhood
scale (parks, paths and sports-fields). These spaces provided important opportunities for
Sina, Dora, Theresa, Para and Fraser to experience wellbeing when exercising,
observing familiar plants and socialising with family members. However, racial
vilification and darkness undermined some participants’ wellbeing – especially for
women. Chapter 6 turns to younger adult first-generation Samoan migrants. They
shared similar experiences of backyards and neighbourhoods to older adults however,
offered new insights into the significance of outdoor nature spaces at the Greater
Sydney scale. To enable a rich interpretation, the focus is on one participant, Lyllah,
who emphasised that watery spaces support her capability to be herself and foster a
connection with Samoa. However, these feelings were not experienced at Sydney’s
popular and crowded beaches, where she felt exposed to particular gendered and
racialised performances. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by discussing how the
preceding chapters addressed the research aim and questions, and by outlining future
research agendas pertaining to ethnic minority migrants, cities, liveability and
sustainability.

5

Chapter 2: Literature review and conceptual
framework

(Miller 2017)

This chapter aims to present an overview of the literature on urban greenspace and
wellbeing in the Minority World, with a focus on recent work by health geographers
who have underscored the importance of spatial dimensions in conceptualising
wellbeing. The chapter divides into three substantive sections. First, it discusses public
health research that has applied medical understandings and objective measures of
health and wellbeing. The chapter then turns to recent contributions by geographers who
have accentuated the focus on space alongside more subjective and eudaimonic
understandings of wellbeing. In both bodies of work, ethnic minority migrants’
experiences of wellbeing and greenspace are scarce: western understandings and
theoretical framings dominate the urban greenspace/wellbeing link. The third section

outlines the conceptual framework adopted in this thesis. It explains how the ‘spaces of
wellbeing’ framework, developed by health geographers, provides scope for firstgeneration Samoan migrants to define their wellbeing using subjective measures that are
spatially and contextually grounded.

2.2 Public health insights: objective and hedonic wellbeing
A public health perspective offers important insights into the positive relationship
between urban greenspace and wellbeing (Groenewgen et al. 2006). It draws attention to
the significant mental and physical health benefits for residents living near, or visiting,
urban greenspaces such as parks, recreational grounds and sports fields (Francis et al.
2012). Primarily these critical insights have been gathered through indices and scales
that quantify various dimensions of socio-psychological and physical wellbeing.
Researchers apply medical understandings to measure and define health 2 (Maas et al.
2006; Francis et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2015), using ‘objective’ indicators like morbidity
and mortality rates (Altman & Sevick 2002). Objective approaches often co-exist with
hedonic understandings of wellbeing, defined as a state of personal happiness and
pleasure experienced and pain or displeasure evaded (Ryan & Deci 2001; GormanMurray & Bissel 2018). Hedonic understandings of wellbeing are evident, for instance,
in psychological scales measuring anxiety and depression, and studies linking these
clinical conditions to the presence/absence of visiting greenspace (Altman & Sevick
2002).

2

The term health is used at times in this thesis because health is often conflated with wellbeing (Atkinson
2013).

Gathering objective measures of health often relies on quantitative survey methods and
large representative samples. A key focus has been on investigating the physical health
of residents who visit greenspaces, or not (Takano et al. 2002; Francis et al. 2012). For
example, a longitudinal study by Groenewegen et al. (2006) combined information
about the size of urban greenspaces in the Netherlands and visitor survey data,
concluding that urban greenspace is a basic necessity for health. In Maas et al.’s (2008)
study, Dutch people were interviewed about their physical activity levels and selfperceived health. The researchers found that regular visits to greenspaces were
statistically significant in terms of lower mortality risks. A Japanese longitudinal study,
based on quantitative survey data, found that visiting walkable greenspace within the
neighbourhood correlated with a lower mortality risk for senior residents of Tokyo
(Takano et al. 2002).

Public health scholars have also explored the relationship between urban greenspace
and residents’ mental health (Maller et al. 2006). These studies have predominantly
employed objective socio-psychological measures of mental health including indices of
participants’ levels of negative emotions and anxiety (Song et al. 2015) or psychological
distress (e.g. nervousness, tiredness and restlessness (Francis et al. 2012)). Selfevaluations of mental health are common in these studies (e.g. Francis et al. 2012, Van
Dillen et al. 2012 and Song et al. 2015,). In brief, Song et al. (2015) targeted to clarify
the physiological and psychological outcomes experienced by a sample of 23 males who
walked in urban parks during Autumn in Japan. Overall, they observed that walking in
urban greenspaces was positive for both physiological and psychological health. It
lowered the participants’ heart rates and improved the functioning of their
parasympathetic nervous system, their rest and digestive system, and reduced

psychological distress (Song et al. 2015). In the Netherlands, Maas et al. (2009) found a
lower prevalence of anxiety and depression in residents who lived within a onekilometre radius of greenspace.

In an Australian context, Francis et al. (2012) also reported a positive link between
urban greenspace and mental health via a self-administered survey of Perth residents.
The study analysed the size and location of urban greenspace. Findings included that
residents living in neighbourhoods with high quality greenspaces (that engender
opportunities for recreational and social activities) reported better mental health,
compared to lower quality areas that only support ‘necessary’ actions (e.g. dog walking)
(Gehl 2006). Planning literature has reported similar findings. For instance, Kachenko
(2012) found that urban greenspace provides significant positive psychological benefit
for visitors. This conclusion was reached through a quantitative statistical survey asking
1,813 participants in Perth what negatively impacted their mental health, with answers
including sedentary lifestyle, indoor lifestyle and small backyard space. Across a range
of countries, public health researchers have primarily concurred that when people access
urban greenspace it is linked to a lower prevalence of anxiety and depression, and
reduced morbidity and mortality rates.

Many emergent public health studies reiterate the importance of quality versus quantity.
For example, Van Dillen et al. (2012) evaluated the quality of greenspaces in 80
neighbourhoods in the Netherlands, using an audit tool with ten items graded against a
scale. Their research concluded that the quality of greenspaces was more important than
quantity for general health, mental health and acute related health (e.g. headaches).
Francis et al. (2012) also concluded that, from a mental health perspective, the quality
of urban greenspace was more important than the quantity. The authors noted that this

link (between urban greenspace and mental health) could be indirect, for example, by
providing places for people to meet and socialise (Francis et al. 2012). More recently,
Zhang et al. (2015) also noted that the current indication for relations between urban
greenspace and health dominates a focus on quantity in the Netherlands. They argued
that the statistical relationship between greenspace and health might lie in qualities such
as accessibility and maintenance.

While greenspace quality and quantity are both important, the growing focus on quality
has been necessary because it encourages more significant emphasis on the material
qualities of urban greenspaces. This emphasis has been taken up by health geographers.
Schwanen and Wang (2014) found that wellbeing varies with the density and diversity
of anthropological activity undertaken in greenspaces in Hong Kong. Greater density
and diversity offer further opportunities for fulfilment of an individual’s need for social
and mental stimulation. Furthermore, Hitchings and Latham (2017) found more
attention must be paid to how different physical features of urban greenspaces, for
example, trails, shape participants’ experience – in turn influencing visitation levels.
Similarly, Byrne et al. (2012) conducted focus groups with Latino residents in Los
Angeles and found that the material characteristics of parks constrained use (and hence
wellbeing benefits). For Latinos, many activities were centred upon family activities
(e.g. picnicking or swimming). If an urban park did not support these activities,
visitation was infrequent.

Importantly for this study, the notion of quality can vary by culture. Byrne and Wolch
(2009) analysed the material qualities of parks through a social-cultural framework to
examine the ethno-racialised differences in park use for Latinos, African Americans and

Caucasians in Los Angeles. Park use was lower for Latinos and African Americans due
to racially segregated park systems, strict behavioural rules and dress codes informed by
European cultural norms. The authors concluded that the material designs of parks need
to differ to support diverse ecological, political, social and economic reasons for park
use (Byrne & Wolch 2009).

2.4 Geographical perspectives on the greenspace/wellbeing link
Health geographers interested in wellbeing have emphasised the importance of place.
Extending from the hedonic approaches and objective measures of wellbeing discussed
earlier, some geographers advocate for more subjective and eudaimonic understandings
of wellbeing (Atkinson 2013; Schwanen & Wang 2014; Fleuret & Prugneau 2015). A
subjective approach to wellbeing prioritises individuals’ perceptions and experiences as
the foundation for evaluating wellbeing, using self-evaluation of goals, values and
achievements against circumstances – rather than objective scales and measures
(Atkinson 2013; Fleuret & Prugneau 2015). Subjective measures fit well with
eudaimonic understandings of wellbeing, which focuses on self-realisation. Eudaimonic
wellbeing is defined in terms of the level to which a person considers themselves to be
fully functioning, realising their potential, leading a meaningful life and acting in accord
with their own goals and values (Ryan & Deci 2001; Atkinson 2013; Gorman-Murray &
Bissell 2018). Eudaimonic wellbeing stresses personal growth and life purpose
(Atkinson et al. 2016; Gorman-Murray & Bissell 2018) and recognises that meaningful
interactions with others enhances wellbeing (Schwanen & Wang 2014). In sum, a
eudaimonic perspective on wellbeing argues that wellbeing entails much more than
solely feeling happy; that wellbeing is about obtaining life satisfaction (Atkinson 2013).
As a result, eudaimonic understandings of wellbeing accentuate questions of how the

ongoing social and material relations that comprise place may impact wellbeing
(Edward et al. 2016). To obtain such knowledge, geographers incorporate various
approaches that embrace qualitative methods to broaden the body of research
(Conradson 2005; Fleuret & Prugneau 2015). Such approaches are well-suited to
investigations of wellbeing with ethnically diverse populations.

Geographers have applied several different theoretical approaches to investigate
wellbeing (Conradson 2005; Fleuret & Prugneau 2015). Previously, Byrne and Sipe
(2010) noted that the ‘standards approach’ has conventionally provided assurance in
greenspace planning in Australia by applying one set of rules uniformly through a local
authority’s design. The approach sets minimum allocations for park space in a city.
However, this approach has received criticism for lacking attention to quality park
design and subsequently reducing park use in Australia and for failing to account for
changing demographic patterns (Searle 2009; Byrne & Sipe 2010). Similarly, the life
satisfaction approach was used by Ambrey and Fleming (2014) in an attempt to quantify
wellbeing in monetary terms. Participants were asked to choose a number between zero
and ten with the respective numbers representing ‘totally dissatisfied with life’ and
‘totally satisfied with life’, in response to the question: ‘All things considered, how
satisfied are you with your life?’. Monetary value provides an economic perspective
when incorporating greenspace into planning policies. However, reducing wellbeing to
quantitative measurements overlooks the specificity of individual meanings and
experiences within diverse greenspaces.

Alternatively, the ‘needs-based assessment’ and ‘cultural politics’ approaches recognise
that residents have varying desires for access to urban greenspace, and so research needs

to be attuned to cultural differences (Byrne & Sipe 2010; Byrne 2012). These
approaches acknowledge diversity among urban residents. For example, Thomas (2001)
adopted a cultural politics lens to investigate the relationship between migrant groups
and the New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS). The qualitative
findings reported that different visitors favoured different types of areas. For example,
Pacific Islander communities favoured picnic facilities to suit their social requirements.
Whereas, Chinese and Vietnamese people walk through the park to go fishing, but rarely
reported going for extended walks without a specific purpose in mind.

Gesler (1992) conceptualised landscapes as having therapeutic value and argued that
sensual responses to physical qualities of landscapes may enhance the therapeutic
experiences of a person visiting that space, including their ability to relax and heal.
Conradson (2005) extended on this concept by adding emphasis on the role of emotions
and embodiment in understanding the relationship between health and place. Moreover,
Conradson (2005) emphasised that emotional benefits are not necessarily always
obtained from being alone with the social and material qualities of a space – rather, in
certain circumstances, the presence of other people may enhance the therapeutic
potential of the landscapes. Straughan (2012) built on Gesler (1992) and Conradson’s
(2005) arguments by first acknowledging the importance of embodied connections with
therapeutic environments to sustain wellbeing through a re-centering of the self.
Second, Straughan (2012) focused on bodily immersion of scuba divers in aquatic
environments and identified the ocean to be a therapeutic landscape. Since Gesler’s
(1992) foundational work on therapeutic landscapes, there has also been a shift in focus,
extending beyond designated therapeutic landscapes (e.g. hot springs and pilgrimage
sites) to also include everyday spaces with therapeutic potential. Following Atkinson et

al. (2012), urban greenspaces may be conceived as a therapeutic landscape for some
urban dwellers

2.5 Dominance of ethnic majority perspectives, lack of ethnic minority
voices
Within both public health and geography, studies of ethnic minority migrants’
experiences of wellbeing and urban greenspace are scarce. Ethnicity has rarely been
considered as a factor in existing research, which means that the norms of the ethnic
majority have gone unrecognised and unquestioned. Thus, western perspectives and
white cultural norms predominantly conclude relationships with urban greenspaces. The
whiteness of urban greenspace perspectives is not surprising for two key reasons.

First, the concept of ‘nature’ is central to western discussions of environmental
knowledge, including urban greenspace (Castree 2013). Gabriel (2011) argued that
nature constitutes ongoing social processes whereby western sets of ideas, or discourses,
have become dominant over others. A binary logic of nature/culture informs western
understandings of nature. According to this logic Castree (2013) stated that, in western
thought, there is a widespread tendency to believe that there is a natural world ‘out
there’ existing separately from humans. The very category of nature, then, is part of a
western way of making sense of the world (Thomas 2001; Castree 2013). For example,
Thomas (2001) argued that national parks in Australia have emerged from colonial
societal roots and are imbued with values concerning land use and management. When
researching urban centres in America, Byrne (2012) similarly found western residents
determine the management of service provision and park maintenance. Traditionally,
this included a focus on the provision of bandstands, footpaths and picnic tables (Bell et

al. 2008). Byrne and Wolch (2009) concluded that people who identified as Latino and
African American did not visit urban greenspaces because white ideals of park use
shaped behavioural rules, dress codes and safety concerns.

Second, postcolonial scholars have concluded that the omission of ethnic minorities in
research on urban greenspace occurs through research design; alongside an inherent
whiteness to expectations of how relationships between humans and nature play out,
due to the dominance of western knowledges (Kloek et al. 2013). For example, to be
eligible for inclusion in Francis et al.’s (2012) study, participants had to be proficient in
English. As a result of this, most participants were Anglo-European. When study
participants are predominantly white, their ethnicity typically remains unmentioned in
publications. This further entrenches their perspectives as the norm, rather than a
culturally specific lens on human-environment relations. Such exclusionary approaches
limit the involvement of ethnic minorities in research, and in turn, lead to an inaccurate
representation of resident values - particularly in cases where the urban spaces under
consideration are ethnically diverse (Van Dillen et al. 2012).

Addressing the whiteness of urban greenspace planning and research is a significant
concern that has been noted by a small number of scholars. For example, Kloek et al.
(2013) argued that the colonial legacies and western philosophies that structure
environmental thinking and design of gardens, parks, sports-fields and national parks
need to be opened to more diverse perspectives. Likewise, Head et al. (2018)
emphasised the important new waves of scholarship which critique western ontologies
and dominant environmental discourses and deconstruct ‘environment’ and ‘nature’ as
freestanding categories. Decentring western ontologies allow other forms of knowledge

to come forward, including ways of understanding nature, and human and environment
relationships that are not informed by the nature/culture binary.

Notably sparse in the literature on diverse environmental knowledges is consideration of
ethnic minority migrants (Thomas 2001). As Klocker and Head (2013) concluded,
where ethnicity has been debated concerning Australian environmental issues, has been
predominantly to compare Indigenous and Anglo-European attitudes and engagements
(Thomas 2001; Head et al. 2005; Klocker & Head 2013). The diverse environmental
knowledges brought by migrants from the Pacific, Asia, Middle East, Africa and India
are rarely engaged with. More recently, Head et al. (2018) argued for greater attention
to environmental values, knowledge and behaviour of diverse migrants, and how these
change through the migration process itself. Tolia-Kelly (2004; 2006) investigated
migrant environmental perspectives when researching diaspora populations from South
Asia and East Africa migrating into Britain. Particularly, exploration of women and the
process of ‘making home’ in post-migration contexts through the addition of material
objects that symbolise relationships with past. These enabled meaningful embodied
connections to spaces experienced pre-migration; comprising sensory connections with
past homes, natures and family life. Likewise, researchers such as Head et al. (2004)
have shown that migrant backyards are spaces where migrants carry on traditions from
their homelands. Head et al. (2004) found Macedonian participants living in
Wollongong discussed the importance of the backyard being a place that yields food to
maintain their cultural identity. Ninety per cent of the participants were homeowners.
Migration was understood as a process instead of a route with a distinct start and end.
Morgan et al. (2005) confirmed a similar finding where migrants from multiple

backgrounds (Vietnam, Cambodia, Uruguay, Cuba and Samoa) who moved to Western
Sydney, find home gardens to be spaces that sustain connections to their homeland.

This thesis responds to the ongoing gap in knowledge surrounding ethnic minority
migrants and their use of urban greenspaces as spaces of wellbeing. It does so by
focusing on the perspectives of one particular group – first-generation Samoan migrants
who reside in South West Sydney (SWS). Given the population diversity that exists in
SWS, as outlined in section 1.1 consideration of how ethnic minority migrants perceive
and experience urban greenspaces – and their link to wellbeing – is important to ensure
responsive and appropriate planning.

2.6 Conceptual framework
Wellbeing is a contested, complex and multivalent concept. Space matters, because
without space, wellbeing has no form, expression or enhancement (Atkinson 2013;
Gorman-Murray & Bissell 2018). Fleuret and Atkinson (2007) advocated for a spatial
conceptualisation of wellbeing that is neither objective nor subjective, hedonic nor
eudaimonic, but both.
i)

Overview of the spaces of wellbeing framework

Fleuret and Atkinson’s (2007) spaces of wellbeing framework articulates the link
between space and wellbeing across four domains (see Figure 1). Listed, these are:
1. Spaces of capability – are social and physical spaces that enable people to
make choices and live the lives they wish to lead. Capability is considered
through procedural, recognitional and distributive justice (Sen 1992). For
example, the ability to access some parks may be heightened for privileged

white, male, middle class bodies – especially at particular times of day (Byrne
2012);
2. Integrative spaces – are comprised of networks of social relations that can
build self-value, especially at a local scale. For example, social integration can
have important positive effects on standards of living and their wellbeing (Dang
2014);
3. Spaces of security – provide a degree of protection from social and
environmental risks to physiological and/or psychological wellbeing (Waitt &
Harada 2019); and,
4. Therapeutic spaces – provide physical, mental and emotional healing. For
example, bodily immersion in water forms sensations of calmness and relaxation
(Straughan 2012).

Figure 1. Modified version of the spaces of wellbeing framework based on Fleuret and
Atkinson (2007) and Waitt and Harada (2019).

The spaces of wellbeing framework builds on an appreciation of wellbeing as both
situated and relational (Atkinson 2013). Consequently, the framework offers an
understanding of how wellbeing may be enhanced, or diminished, in diverse social and
spatial contexts (Fleuret & Atkinson 2007; Hall 2010). The spaces of wellbeing
framework operates to bridge the divisions between subjective and objective
perspectives by paying attention to the mobilisation of material and developmental
resources within different social and spatial contexts and transcends the hedonic and
eudaimonic division (Atkinson 2013). This is evident within the framework via the
inclusion of Amartya Sen’s Theory of Capabilities (Atkinson 2013; Gorman-Murray &
Bissell 2018), where wellbeing is enhanced when individuals and groups can realise
their capabilities (Sen 1992).

The concept of capabilities concentrates on the quality of life that individuals are able to
attain. Overall, a capabilities perspective emphasises politics and power (which may
enhance or constrain the ability to realise capabilities) through notions of distributional,
recognitional and procedural justice (Waitt & Harada 2019). Following Waitt and
Harada (2019), these aspects of justice are included under the spaces of capability
component of the spaces of wellbeing framework (see Figure 1 above). For example,
distributional injustice can be observed where there is inequitable access to resources
that impact people’s ability to lead the life they wish to lead (Yenneti & Day 2016).
Recognitional injustice lies in understanding how social groups may be stigmatised and
marginalised through the social norms within a society, or in particular spaces. There
are both sociocultural and political elements to this type of recognition (Schlosberg
2013). Urban parks, for instance, are gendered, sexed, classed and racialised. Moreover,
the argument in the geographic literature is that access to some parks may privilege

white middle-class bodies, and at particular times of day (Valentine 1989; Byrne 2012).
Procedural justice is about impediments created by the rules and regulations that govern
space (Sen 1992). For example, rules and regulations pertaining to the use of particular
greenspaces can create barriers that prevent a person or group from being able to
achieve the life they wish to lead in those spaces (Byrne 2012).

ii) Applications of the spaces of wellbeing framework
Application of the spaces of wellbeing framework are multiple. In what follows are
three key examples – drawn from geographies of disabilities (Hall 2010), youth
transitions to adulthood (Fleuret & Prugneau 2015), and mobility (Gorman-Murray &
Bissell 2018). Each illustrates how the framework advances understandings of
wellbeing and offers suggestions as to how the relationship between wellbeing and
space may be enhanced.

The experiences of individuals with learning disabilities were the focus of the work of
Hall (2010). The project aim was to better understand where the wellbeing of people
with learning disabilities was diminished or enhanced in, and through, their everyday
routines. Hall (2010) found that for people with learning disabilities, mainstream
workplaces are spaces of exclusion where skills and capabilities are not achieved. In
reference to Fleuret and Atkinson’s (2007) framework, Hall (2010) argued that
mainstream workplaces did not operate as spaces of capability for the study participants.
However, there were other spaces in the participants’ lives which promoted integration,
security and therapy. For example, security was evident in positive and supportive
interactions within a safe learning-disability exclusive environment, e.g. care homes or
social clubs. These spaces provided a sense of belonging, emotional and mental

stability. Whereas, integration was found when people with learning disabilities moved
in spaces with family and friends but not within the workplace or broader local
community networks. The framework assisted Hall (2010) to identify spaces of
wellbeing for people with learning disabilities and the qualities that comprise them.
However, that study did not consider the relationship between multilocality, mobility
and wellbeing. That is, how movements between different spaces can enhance diverse
aspects of wellbeing. Both Fleuret and Prugneau (2015) and Gorman-Murray and
Bissell (2018) addressed this question.

Fleuret and Prugneau (2015) made a pivotal contribution to the understanding of spaces
of wellbeing through examining youth transitions to adulthood. Such information has
become integral to geographic scholarship about wellbeing and space. A survey, with
questions based on the spaces of wellbeing framework, was given out to 1178 university
students living in Angers, France. Additionally, 215 students were interviewed. The
main contribution of the study was that it highlighted the fundamental importance of
spatial dimensions when studying wellbeing, and how different spaces fulfil different
functions. Most students reported that the university town was less important in terms of
making them feel ‘at home’ than the place where they grew up. Overall, students’
answers always linked to where their parents live and their place of origin. Therefore, it
appears that wellbeing amongst mobile populations can change functions. Hence,
Fleuret and Prugneau (2015) concluded that the original framework by Fleuret and
Atkinson (2007) required expansion into a ‘space-times of wellbeing’. Such adjustment
provides flexibility amongst spaces of wellbeing and how that may differ across space
and time.

Gorman-Murray and Bissell (2018) recently applied the spaces of wellbeing framework
to analyse the everyday lives of fly-in fly-out workers. Mobile work involves
commuting with large distances of more than 100 kilometres and periods living away
from the primary workers’ domestic dwelling. The study investigated the relationship
between wellbeing and mobility. The results found that the fly-in-fly-out workers’
primary homes met some of their needs and were conceived of as integrative and
therapeutic spaces. Although their workplaces were distant, they functioned as spaces of
capability – that enabled them to meet particular tasks and goals. Yet, mobile workers’
separation from their primary residences diminished domestic spaces’ capacity to
function as integrative and therapeutic spaces was at times for the family members who
were left behind. Gorman-Murray and Bissell’s (2018) study made important
contributions to understandings of spaces of wellbeing across time and space, and also
raised the key consideration of how different family members’ experiences may be in
tension.

iii) Extending the spaces of wellbeing framework
Since the publication of Fleuret and Atkinson’s (2007) ground-breaking framework, the
concept has been critiqued and extended in various ways. Atkinson (2013) found that
wellbeing is a relational and situated assemblage, formed from the interaction amongst
the material and emotional dynamics of places with attention to spatial dimensions.
With this in mind, Hall (2010); Atkinson (2013); Fleuret and Prugneau (2015); and
Gorman-Murray and Bissell (2018), argued that the original framework overlooked the
importance of mobility, and the multiplicity of space, as discovered through the
application of the spaces of wellbeing framework in their studies.

Atkinson (2013) also stressed the importance of the application of geographical
approaches that acknowledge how wellbeing is contextual, place-responsive,
transpersonal and processual. For example, Fleuret and Prugneau (2015) applied such
knowledge to their case study of university students and found that wellbeing should not
be regarded as frozen into a particular attribute for measurement but be considered as
spatially dynamic. Therefore, these scholars argued in support of a ‘space-times of
wellbeing’ framework. Adding multilocality can allow for experiences and perceptions
of wellbeing to arise from relations to people, spaces, objects and values which alter
over time, both long and short term (Atkinson 2013; Fleuret & Prugneau 2015). A
space-time framework demonstrates how wellbeing is emergent through situated and
relational effects that are determined on the mobilisation of resources within different
social and spatial contexts – as emphasised in Gorman-Murray and Bissell’s (2018)
study of mobile workers (outlined in section ii).

2.7 Conclusion
Important foundational insights from public health research have demonstrated that
there are health benefits, both physical and psychological, from visiting urban
greenspaces. Primarily, these insights are drawn from medical and objective approaches
to measuring and defining health and wellbeing. These approaches often co-exist with
hedonic understandings of wellbeing, whereby, hedonic wellbeing is about
accomplishing a state of personal happiness. Emerging geographic studies advocate for
more subjective, eudaimonic, spatial and contextual interpretations of wellbeing. A
subjective approach to wellbeing prioritises peoples’ perceptions and experiences as
foundation for assessing eudaimonic wellbeing. Fleuret and Atkinson (2007) proposed
the spaces of wellbeing conceptual framework to examine hedonic, objective,
subjective, eudaimonic, spatial and contextual interpretations of wellbeing. Gorman-

Murry and Bissell’s (2018) study extended on the framework to become the space-times
of wellbeing framework offering possibilities to explore wellbeing in different social
and spatial contexts.

Certain individuals or groups may be excluded from particular spaces due to
recognitional, procedural or distributional injustice. Returning to the focus of this thesis,
a lack of recognition may happen when ethnic minority groups’ identities and their
values are overlooked in planning processes for urban greenspaces. Procedural injustice
may inhibit people from ethnic minority groups moving about outdoors due to the
prominence of western designs and rules which do not account for other perspectives
and needs. Distributional injustice could be evident if urban greenspaces are not
accessible for particular populations due to distance or safety issues. Hedonic
dimensions of the spaces of wellbeing framework point to the importance of feeling
relaxed, safe and socially integrated. Gorman-Murray and Bissell’s (2018) recent work
points to the importance of thinking about how different spaces help to achieve different
components of wellbeing. Thus, the movement of Samoans to and from urban
greenspaces, and within them, may impact their wellbeing in diverse ways, for better or
worse. In conclusion, applying the space-times of wellbeing framework in this thesis
makes it possible to obtain knowledge of ethnic minority migrants’ wellbeing in
different urban greenspaces, in different contexts and at different times.

Chapter 3: Research methods

(Szekely 2015)

3.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the mixed-methods approach adopted in this cross-cultural thesis.
It explores how rigour was achieved through a research design that followed the
hermeneutic research circle (Bradshaw & Stratford 2016) underpinned by the talanoa
approach. To do so, the chapter is divided into four sections. First, approaching research
through talanoa is explained in the context of a wider conversation in geography around
the decolonisation of knowledge. Next, through embracing a talanoa approach, an
explanation is provided for why the thesis design included a cultural liaison and the
ethical considerations necessary for cross-cultural research (Vaioleti 2006; Byrnes
2017). Third, mindful of the principles of the talanoa approach, justification is offered
for the mixed-methods study design incorporating semi-structured interviews, combined

with go-alongs and critical reflexivity is acknowledged through the inclusion of a
research diary and positionality statement (England 1993; Carpiano 2009). Afterwards,
the chapter turns to discuss recruitment methods, sample size and participant attributes
and portrait analysis. To conclude, the important methodological lessons learnt about
designing research with Pasifika people are recognised.

3.2 Decolonising research
‘Ideas about research are profoundly shaped by cultural contexts’ (Howitt & Stevens
2016, p. 45). Thus, post-colonial studies that challenge ‘conventional’ views of
fieldwork are important in opposing the attitudes, assumptions and methodologies of
colonising research practice. Decolonising approaches contribute to the selfdetermination of others and appreciate that different groups, such as Samoan migrants,
might have distinct worldviews and /ways of being in the world (Howitt & Stevens
2016). Cross-cultural research involves being receptive to multiple ontologies (Hunt
2014) and allowing participants to self-define (Chadderton 2012). Moreover, crosscultural research needs to recognise that there are different ways of conceptualising
knowledge, known as polycentric epistemologies (Hunt 2014). Thus, this thesis sought
to employ a method that would value Samoan migrants’ epistemology, ontologies,
rights, perspectives and concerns (Howitt & Stevens 2016).

A growing body of cultural, environmental research has asserted that research designs
and analyses need to recognise the cultural constraints of colonial legacies and western
philosophies that frame environmental thinking (Kloek et al. 2013; Head et al. 2018).
Qualitative studies combat the limitations of quantitative research by being able to
capture diverse, culturally explicit environmental relationships that go beyond findings

in standardised western questionnaires (Head et al. 2018). This project adopted an open
stance to the environmental knowledges of Samoan migrants by using a Talanoa
approach (Vaioleti 2006; Suaalii-Sauni & Fulu-Aioupotea 2014).

3.3 Cross-cultural Pasifika research: the talanoa approach
i) Ensuring rigour through talanoa
Smith (1999) stated that the logical progression of decolonising research methods is the
assertion of Indigenous methods – methods conceived and articulated from non-western
world views. Thus, Vaioleti (2006) advocated for a talanoa approach for all academics
engaging with Pacific peoples, in order to achieve rigour. Vaioleti (2006, p. 23)
explained that ‘Tala means to inform, tell, relate and command, as well as to ask or
apply. Noa means any kind, ordinary, nothing in particular, purely imaginary or void’.
The approach encourages informality and spontaneous interactions between the
researcher and participants. This relies upon the researcher building trust with
participants to allow a ‘free-flowing’ social conversation to become a critical one. Trust
is essential for participants to share stories that contain rich contextual and cultural
information (Byrnes 2017). Hence, a talanoa approach can result in more credible
knowledge concerning Pacific peoples (Vaioleti 2006).

The talanoa approach shares resemblances with a western ‘narrative’ approach to
research interviews (Dunn 2005). The talanoa approach faka’eke’eke informed the style
of the semi-structured interviews and translates to verbal searching for knowledge
through questions (Vaioleti 2013). In talanoa, understanding culture and considering it
prior to the interview is key. For example, Vaioleti (2013) highlighted that if talanoa is
used with Tongan participants, cultural protocols of Tongan hierarchies pertaining to

gender, social rank and genealogy need to be acknowledged before the commencement
of field research. In this study, cultural protocols were considered through receiving
guidance from a Pacific academic and a cultural liaison about Samoan culture prior to
interviews (discussed further in section ii). Validity and reliability of the research design
were strengthened through the inclusion of a cultural liaison. The cultural liaison was
able to provide culturally specific knowledge (Nelson & Guerra 2011), and their support
helped to ensure rigour (Bradshaw & Stratford 2005).

For this cross-cultural honours project, it became evident that the timeframe of research
impeded the ability to establish trusting relationships advocated by a talanoa approach
to draw out rich narratives (Farrelly & Nabobo-Baba 2012). Ideally, research with this
cohort would be conducted over a longer time period than that available for an honours
project.

ii) The cultural liaison
A talanoa approach positions researchers as ‘tellers’ of participants’ stories (Vaioleti
2006). Therefore, a cultural liaison is integral for interpretation and cultural protocol
awareness. A cultural liaison is part of a particular cultural group and assists as a link
between the cultural community and the researcher. A cultural liaison helps the
researcher understand the values and norms of the participants to ensure that there is no
mistranslation and cultural protocols are not transgressed (Nelson & Guerra 2011). The
cultural liaison’s role in this project was fourfold:

1. to assist with recruitment of first-generation Samoan migrants through their
networks;

2. to translate concepts and have input into interview questions for clarity and
appropriateness;
3. to translate documents such as the participant information sheet (see attached as
Appendix 1) and consent forms into Samoan;
4. to be present at all interviews to build trust and overcome language barriers.
In this project, Ursula Winterstein accepted the paid role of cultural liaison. Ursula is a
Pacific Youth Clinician at Campbelltown Headspace. She is extremely supportive of
Pacific research. Two examples of how Ursula shaped this project as a cultural liaison
are outlined below.

First, given this project sought to investigate the relationship between wellbeing and
greenspaces, finding the appropriate Samoan translation for these concepts was a crucial
starting point (Hunt 2014). I met with Ursula prior to undertaking interviews to check
over meanings and interpretations of words. Ursula explained that wellbeing does not
translate into Samoan. She indicated that during interviews I should refer to wellness
instead. Furthermore, she explained that greenspace also does not translate is into
Samoan. She additionally brought it to my attention that because beaches are embedded
in Samoan culture and outdoor life, using the word greenspace would exclude this
important outdoor space from their narratives. Ursula suggested that the term ‘outdoor
nature space’ was more appropriate for use with this participant group. Thus, analysis
Chapters 4,5 and 6 use this terminology.

Second, Ursula checked the interview questions for cultural appropriateness (Nelson &
Guerra 2011; Byrnes 2017). As part of this process, she informed me that I was not to
ask about cultural practices unless the participants initiated such a discussion. Respect

for cultural knowledge is a key ethical consideration in cross-cultural research, as
discussed below (Vaioleti 2006; Byrnes 2017).

iii) Ethical considerations in cross-cultural research
Howitt and Stevens (2010) stressed the importance of using research methods that are
sympathetic with the cultural context for both ethical and analytical purposes.
Moreover, Mitchell and Egudo (2003) highlighted that through the talanoa approach,
researchers are responsible for interpreting participants’ stories, reiterating the ethical
considerations confronting researchers. Thus, Vaioleti (2013) accentuated how a talanoa
approach is more than just narrative approach to research and analysis, it is a way of
knowing and forming a pedagogy of deep engagement between participants’ stories.
Cross-cultural research of this type encompasses respectful listening, challenging
engagements, careful attentiveness to nuances in the participants’ narratives and a
critical long-term consideration of the implications of meanings constructed through the
methods used (Howitt & Stevens 2010).

Underpinning a Talanoa approach is a set of guidelines and protocols for Pacific
research prepared by Massey University, New Zealand (Byrnes 2017). The document
details the key principles required to conduct ethical research with a Pacific cohort. Key
principles include respect for relationships and knowledge holders, reciprocity, holism
and using research to do good. Together, these are paramount to engaging ethically
with Pacific participants. See Table 1 for examples of these principles in this thesis.

Table 1. Key ethical principles and examples of use in this honours project.
Ethical
principles
Respect

Description

Examples of use

Respect signifies an approach to
research that values relationships,
cultural protocols, intellectual
property and cultural knowledge
holders. One way a researcher
can demonstrate respect is by
acknowledging the appropriate
time to speak and when to be
silent (Howiit & Stevens 2010;
Byrne 2017). Another way
respect may be achieved is by
adopting a holistic approach to
investigate the connectedness
between Pacific cultural
traditions, knowledge and
intellectual property (Byrne
2017).

Respect was operationalised in this
project through abiding by the
cultural liaison’s advice and
instruction to not ask about cultural
practices unless the participant
introduced them.

Reciprocity Byrne (2017) stated that
reciprocity in research arises from
the connections with research
participants and is exhibited
during the research process. For
example, how stakeholders will
be recognised at the outset of the
research discoveries.
Furthermore, in Pacific cultures
reciprocity is also about time and
service given by the individual
researcher.

Holism

Holism depends on the advice
from community members, such
as the cultural liaison. They are
able to advise what is appropriate
and what is unacceptable. Holism

Harris and Wasilewski (2004) say
research relationships are a
continual renewal and sharing
cycle. To undertake reciprocity, I
offered the participants to be given
a copy of the audio file of the
interview. Also, at the
dissemination of the research,
participants are able to view the
honours project and the findings.
Furthermore, consistent with
cultural practices of gift giving in
cross-cultural Pacific contexts,
participants were offered a small
gift of a $30 voucher (e.g. Coles or
Woolworths) to thank them for their
participation.
To facilitate holism after all semistructured interviews if acceptable,
I turned off the audio recorder and
stayed with participants to talk
casually after interviews. When re-

means that the researcher is part
of the participants’ lives as well
as collecting data. It shows that
you are human and more than a
researcher; and shows
genuineness in approach (Byrne
2017).

visiting participants who were
participating in go-alongs I first
caught up with them about how
their week had been going prior to
beginning fieldwork. I took the time
to have conversations that were not
about the research.

Doing good To ‘do good’, decisions need to
be made that protect and benefit
the community. To avoid harm
and ensure that the research is
beneficial, it is important to
consider what is important to
participants rather than the
researcher and what the
consequences of the research
(both intended and unintended)
might be (Byrne 2017).

To gather insight into what is
important to participants, meetings
were set up with the cultural liaison
prior to meeting with participants.
From this, possible consequences –
both intended and unintended –
were highlighted and
acknowledged. Additionally,
reading Byrne’s (2017) cultural
protocol and guidelines, as well as
researching the Talanoa approach
assisted consideration of what is
important to participants.

Additional ethical considerations that pertain to all research (whether cross-cultural or
not) include management of research harms, confidentiality, privacy and informed
consent (Dowling 2010). This research received ethics approval from the University of
Wollongong Human Research Ethics Committee on 14 May 2019 (Ethics number:
2019/177). Confidentiality and privacy were considered and managed through the
optional use of pseudonyms (participants were able to choose) and safe storage of data.
Informed consent was ensured through the minimum participant age of 18 years and
offering translated documents if necessary. However, these were not needed for any of
the participants in this honours project.

3.4 Mixed methods
The mixed-methods approach adopted in this project included gathering data through
semi-structured interviews and go-alongs. Analysis was then conducted through a
portrait style. Lastly, critical reflexivity was acknowledged through a research diary and
positionality statement.

i) Semi-structured interviews
The interview schedule sought empirical embodied knowledge and rich narratives from
participants (Pink 2008; Dowling 2016) to offer an in-depth understanding of
participants’ experiences of outdoor nature spaces. The interview conversations sought
to uncover and connect knowledge through participants’ stories (Vaioleti 2006; 2013).
Active listening, and repeating participants’ word choice in the interview encouraged
their telling of their story. Suaalii-Sauni and Fulu-Aioupotea (2014) argued that this
approach promotes appreciation for the participants’ Pacific context and culture, and
respects the relationship developed between the researcher and participants. This also
adheres to the Pacific cultural guidelines developed by Byrne (2017).

Successful interviews depend on establishing rapport with informants (Dunn 2005).
With this in mind, the interviews occurred in an informal setting to help build a rapport
between participant and researcher (Viaoleti 2006; Howitt & Stevens 2010).
Additionally, a comfortable setting allowed for informal conversations unrelated to the
research project to take place to build rapport (see figure 4 of research diary). The semistructured interviews occurred at the site of the participants’ deciding in order to avoid
inconvenience and also to allow them to be more comfortable. Thus, most interviews
took place in participants’ residences (see Table 2). The presence of the cultural liaison

– who was known to the participants – also helped with rapport-building. The
interviews took approximately 40 –70 minutes, were audio-recorded and transcribed for
analysis.

Table 2. Interview location.
Participant
Anna
Tai
Fraser
Dora
Para
Des
Lyllah
Sina
Theresa
Laalao
Tafiau
Pelise
Mabel

Interview setting
Living room
Living room
Living room
Dining room
Dining room
Dining room
McDonalds cafe
Kitchen table
Kitchen table
Dining room
Bedroom
Lounge room
Lounge room

ii) Interview schedule
The interview questions were designed to allow stories to be told about relationships
with outdoor nature (attached as Appendix 2). Following the talanoa storytelling
approach, the interview schedule was used as a guide, rather than a formal instrument
(McDowell 2010; Dowling 2016). The interview questions were reviewed by Ursula
prior to the commence of the interviews. Broadly, the interview schedule was divided
into two core topics with greater time and emphasis on point 2;
1. outdoor nature during participants’ formative years in Samoa;
2. outdoor nature in and around particpiants’ home in SWS, their neighbourhood,
Greater Sydney and beyond Sydney.

A visual writing exercise, based on a concentric circle diagram, was incorporated in the
interviews to trigger thoughts about spaces the participants identified as outdoor nature
spaces across the four geographical scales: around the home, neighbourhood, Greater
Sydney and locations outside of Sydney (see Figure 2). As argued by Howitt and
Stevens (2010), methods have far too long been conceived and articulated from western
views. Thus, qualitative research designs need to consider the challenges of going
beyond western logic. The importance of this visual method was to instigate spatial
conversations without using a traditional western map that already contains areas
defined as greenspaces.

The significance of the verbal nature of talanoa became evident after I had interviewed
the first four participants. Despite providing the diagram and pen, they chose not to
write on the diagram. The diagram (Figure 2) nonetheless provided a useful prompt for
conversation, and I wrote the names of places on the diagram instead.

Figure 2. Concentric circles diagram used in semi-structured interview.

iii) Go-alongs
After the semi-structured interview, participants were invited to participate in either a
go-along interview or a photo-diary and follow-up interview; to open further
possibilities for sharing stories of outdoor nature spaces and wellbeing (Pink 2008;
Carpiano 2009). Participants were not obliged to participate in either of these additional
activities. Giving the participants a choice aligns with the key principle of respect
(Vaioleti 2006; Byrnes 2017).

The ‘go-along’ method is a form of in-depth qualitative interview, that is conducted by
the researcher accompanying the participant on a journey (Capriano 2009). A go-along
involves interviewing the participant about experiences, practices and interpretations
they feel while moving through a particular space with the researcher to produce
academic knowledge (Pink 2009). Evans and Jones (2011) noted that the main
advantage of go-along interviews is the capacity to access participant’s positive and/or
negative values about the surrounding environment. The go-along is a method which
enables engagement with space, providing insights into both space and self, from the
interviewee’s perspective (Waitt & Knobel 2018). This approach was incorporated in
this study so that I could experience significant outdoor nature spaces alongside the
participants. Furthermore, Suaalii-Sauni and Fulu-Aioupotea (2014) explained that
Pacific peoples benefit most when there is a reciprocal sharing of epistemologies. The
participants were invited to choose the location for the go-along. The format of the goalong was quite unstructured, with only occasional prompts (Capriano 2009). However,
only two participants participated in go-alongs. The lack of uptake of this method was
likely a result of participants’ time constraints, but also a lack of use and identification
of outdoor nature spaces around the neighbourhood. This resulted in participants feeling

like they did not have a place where the go-along could be conducted because they
wanted to speak about places that they enjoyed spending time in.

iv) Photo diary and follow-up interview
Participants were also offered the choice to participate in a photo-diary and follow-up
interview. This would involve the participant taking photographs of outdoor nature
spaces that are meaningful to them, over one week – with the photographs being used as
a prompt during a follow-up interview. However, whilst participants were offered this
option none chose to engage in it and so will not be discussed further.

3.5 Critical reflexivity
England (1994) described reflexivity as the process of continuous, self-conscious
examination of the self as researcher and of the research progression. It involves asking
important questions about what is happening in the research process and about the
social relations being enacted (and how this impacts the data). In qualitative, crosscultural research critical reflexivity is an important strategy for ensuring awareness of
the researcher’s involvement and influence (Dowling 2010). To observe myself and
reflect on the research, I kept a research diary and prepared a positionality statement.

Reflexivity encourages awareness of both the role of ethnographic research in the
continuous oppression of marginalised groups and of the ethical concerns of white
researchers studying minority groups (Chadderton 2012). To acknowledge this, a
positionality statement is included (see Box 1) to understand how my positionality and
biography directly affected the fieldwork (England 1994). I became particularly aware
of my whiteness during the research, particularly when one participant said ‘My aunty

actually asked…is it another Samoan [undertaking the research]? And I’m like no its
not and she was like ‘oh okay…that’s surprising’.

Box 1. Researcher's positionality statement.
How I shape the project (written at the start of the project).

Challenges of cross-cultural research were present for me because prior to
commencing this project, I had no relationships with Samoan people – let alone
Pacific people. Furthermore, I am a young heterosexual Australian American female,
who is embodied with middleclass and white privileges. For 18 years, I grew up in a
house built by my parents on several acres of land outside of Albury, in central New
South Wales surrounded by farmland, the River Murray and Lake Hume. We had few
neighbours and our entire home was surrounded with paddocks full of trees, plants,
grass, bugs and the occasional glimpse of a wandering cow on the distant hills.

Over my life my interest in sustainability and inclusivity has grown, building on the
feminist lens through which I analyse life. I have studied the environmental
importance of urban greenspaces throughout my science degree and have increasingly
questioned, why there are not more urban greenspaces in our cities, which claim to be
so sustainable? I distinctly remember when I first came across one of my favourite
urban greenspaces. I was with two of my close friends in Sydney and I glanced up
when walking to find one of the buildings of University of Technology Sydney to be
covered in lush green foliage. The stark contrast of bright green with budding leaves
against the grey old concrete created therapeutic feelings of calm.

I have reservations about interviewing and wanting to remain respectful. I do not
know anything about the participants’ culture, migration experience and what their
lives are like living in Sydney. How will they view me as a white researcher? Will
they feel comfortable when asked about their emotional embodied connections to
places?

How the project shaped me (written towards the end of the project).

I never understood what it was like to have a small backyard and to hear the sound of
cars rushing past our home, at any hour of the day. Only once moving to Wollongong
to complete my tertiary education did I come to understand these things, and
somewhat relate to the Samoan participants’ context in SWS. The contrast in sounds I
can hear from my backyard in Albury and in Wollongong is drastically different. Bird
songs pierce the air at home whereas here it’s cars and sirens. I never really feel like I
can call this place home, is that because all of my familial memories are from
Albury?

Originally, I thought I would be analysing the environmental science side of urban
greenspaces for broader questions of sustainability. However, after preliminary
research it came to my attention that cities were being classed as liveable and
sustainable from only a Western point of view. Thus, I felt that understanding values
and perceptions from an ethnic migrant minority group – such as Samoans – about
urban greenspaces is key towards designing future cities.

i)

A personal research diary

Walker et al. (2013) advocated for a personal research diary as a dynamic positionality
statement that offers transparent details about the personal values of the researcher. A
personal research diary records constant reflection of how the researcher is embedded in
the cultural and social context of their research (England 1993). In this project, a diary
helped the research remain alive to identifying how my ideas and understandings
changed throughout the project and were co-produced between myself and participants
(Longhurst et al. 2008) (See Figure 3).

Figure 3. Research diary extract of go-along interview with Lyllah.

Furthermore, the importance and success of building rapport can be identified in the
researcher’s diary entry below (Dunn 2005) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Research diary extract of semi-structured interviews with Laaloa and Tafiau.

Personal values shape data collection and analysis (England 1993). A reflective research
diary allowed me to record observations about the research process as an ongoing method
(Walker et al. 2013). Research diary entries occurred throughout the research, but also at
pivotal moments such as after meetings with supervisors, the cultural liaison and
participants. For example, when first meeting the cultural liaison (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Research diary extract of meeting Ursula, the cultural liaison.

3.6 Participant recruitment
i) Recruitment methods
Given my positionality as a young female of American/Australian background without
any connections to Samoan migrants or SWS, participant recruitment depended heavily
on Ursula, the cultural liaison. Ursula recruited participants through her own circle of
relationships in the Samoan community. Recruitment took place from the start of May
to the end of August 2019. Through personal connections Ursula was able to set up 12
of 13 interviews. Ursula also invited me to attend a Pacific Community Leaders meeting
at Headspace in Campbelltown in May. I introduced myself and my project to the
members in the hope to recruit participants through word-of-mouth with their personal
connections but was unsuccessful. Although members showed interest with one taking a
Participant Information Sheet and my contact details however, there was no subsequent
contact.

I attempted additional recruitment strategies. For instance, word-of-mouth and email
communication through university contacts at both the Wollongong and Liverpool
campus. A university contact assisted by providing email correspondence to allow me to
contact students through the Pasifika Achievement To Higher Education program at
Western Sydney University. However, I did not receive interest until after the
recruitment period had ceased. Through word-of-mouth with personal connections I was
able to recruit one participant (Cameron 2010). Overall, recruitment proved challenging
when following a strict criterion and when having no personal connections.
Furthermore, challenges were present when recruiting participants because of an
apparent lack of engagement and interest in the topic.

ii) Sample size
In this qualitative research project, the sample size is not envisioned to be representative
of a Samoan migrant population. Instead, the emphasis was on interpreting specific
meanings that relate to the participants’ context or culture (Howitt & Stevens 2010). In
total, thirteen participants were recruited for interviews, two of whom participated in
go-alongs. Existing time constraints, further increased by the cross-cultural dimension
(Briggs et al. 2019), and the recruitment issues outlined above impacted the ability to
reach my target number of 15 participants.

iii) Participant selection and attributes

Purposive criterion sampling was used, which involves selecting participants that meet a
certain criterion (Cameron 2010). For this project there were three selection criteria:
1. Participants had to identify as being a first-generation Samoan migrant,
2. Participants had to be residing in SWS at the time of the research,
3. Participants had to be over 18 years of age, for ethical reasons.

When fist recruiting, I aimed to include only participants who had spent a minimum of
10 – 15 years of their life in Samoa. This was to ensure the participant could provide a
rich narrative of their lived experience and differences between outdoor nature spaces in
Samoa and SWS. However, recruitment difficulties meant I had to relax this criterion in
order to obtain participants. As a result, younger first-generation migrants, some of
whom had left Samoa at a very young age, were also included. As a positive
consequence, a comparison between older and younger participants became integral to
the analysis. However, the sample is not a representative and is not easily transferable

(Bradshaw & Stratford 2005) to all first-generation Samoan migrants. It is, nonetheless,
able to provide insight into the migration experience and how outdoor nature spaces
function as spaces of wellbeing. The participants’ attributes are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3. Participant attributes.

3.7 Analysis and portraits
Analytical thematic analysis was the primary method used on the interview transcripts,
where a coding structure was developed that identified categories and mapped
relationships in the transcripts (Vaugh & Turner 2016) through the spaces of wellbeing
framework. Aligning with Gorman-Murray and Bissell (2018) and Fleuret and Prugneau
(2015), the spaces of wellbeing framework was applied across different spaces (Samoa
and SWS) and geographical scales (the home, neighbourhood, city and beyond). Due to
distinctive themes emerging amongst younger and older participants, the analysis was
also separated by age cohort.

To offer an interpretation of the emerging qualitative themes, a portrait style approach is
used in the analysis chapters to foreground rich empirical data (Valentine 2000). The
choice to emphasise specific participants’ voices was determined by the level of
richness in narratives. By highlighting certain voices, a deep understanding of lived
experiences and personal geographies is offered (Valentine 2000; Waitt & GormanMurray 2011). Alongside participant portraits, the results chapters incorporate thematic
tables to provide evidence of the extent to which key themes were mentioned by the
remaining participants.

3.8 Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to provide a justification and evaluation of the crosscultural research design. Rigour was established in the methods by following a talanoa
approach for analytical and ethical considerations. This chapter has shown that the
cultural liaison was integral for guiding the research, ensuring mindfulness of t cultural
protocols and assisting with barriers in recruitment and interview effectiveness. Critical
reflexivity was crucial for understanding how I shaped and was shaped by the research
process. Furthermore, ensuring the interview techniques and structure were embedded
in a talanoa approach enabled rich empirical narratives to emerge.

The analysis is presented in the following three chapters. Chapter 4 is immersed in older
adults’ relationships with outdoor nature spaces at the backyard scale. It highlights that
these spaces actually undermined the participants’ wellbeing. Following on, Chapter 5
focuses on the older adults’ experiences of outdoor nature spaces at the neighbourhood
scale. It shows that these spaces were preferred to backyards, but that certain barriers
needed to be overcome to access the wellbeing benefits of parks and sports fields.
Chapter 6 explores younger single adults and their relationships to outdoor nature
through greater independent mobility. All chapters are structured using portraits. The
discussion, across the results chapters, is structured according to the spaces of wellbeing
framework, considering how participants confirmed, contradicted and extended existing
geographical literature on urban greenspace and wellbeing.

Chapter 4: Older Samoan migrants, outdoor
nature and spaces of wellbeing

(Spice 2014)

This chapter deploys the spaces of wellbeing framework (Fleuret & Atkinson 2007) to
interpret first generation older Samoan adults’ relationships with outdoor nature spaces
in South West Sydney (SWS) at the backyard scale. A portrait approach offers the
opportunity to illustrate emergent themes pertaining to older Samoan migrants’
discussions of how their backyards sustain or undermine their wellbeing (Valentine
2000). The chapter is structured in three parts. The first section presents portrait
summaries of five participants, providing an overview of their migration experiences
and ongoing connections to Samoa. The second section analyses how these five
participants’ SWS backyards did not sustain their wellbeing across therapeutic,
integrative and capacitating dimensions. For these migrants, disconnection from – and
disuse of – backyards is caused by the presence of fences preventing sociality, rental

agreements and obligations and the absence of cultural traditions and familiar flora
(Head et al. 2004; Bate 2018). To close, the chapter emphasises how these Samoan
migrants were unable to develop meaningful embodied connections to their backyards
through a lack of material and immaterial relationships for making home in a postmigration context (Tolia-Kelly 2004).

4.1 Telling about wellbeing through outdoor nature spaces
i)

Sina: a single full-time professional and walking enthusiast

Sina is a 48-year-old woman renting a house in Panania. Her bubbly personality made it
easy to feel comfortable in her kitchen as we sipped on green tea before our interview.
She laughed and joked, sharing her passion for outdoor nature, which enhanced her
engagement with the interview questions. Memories from Samoa focused on family and
village spaces in Upolu. She spent five years in Samoa before moving to New Zealand
as a young child, finally migrating to Sydney in her mid-twenties. Sina has travelled
back to Samoa throughout her life, maintaining strong connections. She is single with
no children, focusing her energy into her career as a community liaison officer for the
local police station. Sina is passionate about her job, which brings her into contact with
outdoor nature, for instance, boating with an SES Crew on Georges River. Through
work she also found a life-long friend with whom she enjoys daily walks. They walk
together on a path near her home and this is integral to her experiences of outdoor
nature spaces in SWS.

ii)

Dora: enjoys socialising in communal spaces

I sat down with Dora at her dining table in June and we both pined for warmer weather,
agreeing that summer is our favourite season. Having grown up in Samoa, Dora is more
familiar with tropical weather. Dora spoke passionately about her memories of hanging

out with friends on the sea wall in Samoa and playing beach sports in her village. Like
many other participants in this study, she regularly travels to visit family members in
Samoa who still own and live on customary land. Dora spent the first 18 years of her
life growing up in her family home on Upolu Island. She is now 36 years old, a wife,
mother of four children and on top of this, she is a security worker. She rents a home in
Hinchinbrook and has resided there for ten years. Dora thoroughly enjoys visiting her
neighbourhood park that has space for her children to play, and for her to exercise and
play netball with friends. Dora explained that her backyard does not support her
wellbeing. Instead, she associates it with negative emotions and feels disconnected to
the space, due to the lack of vegetation.

iii)

Theresa: Sydney botanic garden frequenter

I sat down to speak with Theresa at her kitchen bench in Panania where she rents a
house with her housemate, Sina. She also cares for her late mother’s house in SWS.
Theresa became animated and very articulate when narrating memories of Samoa, and
her emotional connections with specific plants native to her country of birth. Theresa is
46 years old and spent the first seven years of her life growing up on Upolu Island,
Samoa. Theresa then moved to New Zealand, travelling to and from Sydney whilst
completing her tertiary studies in law. Theresa has lived in Sydney for the last 30 years
but, like Sina, regularly travels to Samoa to see family. Married with one child, Theresa
also has a job as a paralegal in Sydney’s central business district. She described being
unhappy in her first rental unit in Sydney because it was enclosed and had no access to
outdoor space.

iv)

Fraser: labour connections to land

Fraser is 38 years old, a father of four and husband to Ursula (the cultural liaison for this
research project). Fraser is a warm and welcoming person, happy to converse about his
strong connections to his family in Samoa. He spent his first 17 years growing up on
Upolu Island, helping his grandfather work on their farm – which his family still owns.
Fraser’s connections to his family farm, forged through labour, form the basis of his
understanding of outdoor nature spaces. For Fraser, fences and enclosed spaces in SWS
create barriers and make him feel disconnected from nature. After leaving Samoa,
Fraser spent five and a half years living in New Mexico, USA, completing his Bachelor
of Social Science (Criminology). He has been in Sydney for ten years and currently
lives in Regents Park. He is employed as a corrections officer.

v)

Para: beyond Sydney traveler

When entering Para’s home, I was greeted with welcoming smiles from her children.
Para and Des (another participant) are married. Para is 35 years old, and she and Des are
kept busy by their four children. Additionally, Para is employed as a warehouse worker
and enjoys being able to treat her children to trips to the pool in summer. Para spent 18
years in Samoa and the last ten years in SWS. She is friendly and engaging, talking
excitedly about travels beyond Sydney, with her favourite place being Perth. In Perth,
the calm-natured people, scenic beach and neighbouring farmland reminded her of
growing up in Samoa. On the east coast, she recalled her visit to Jamberoo Action Park
as a positive experience with the outdoors, wanting to visit again with her immediate
family. However, key issues of distance and driving prevent Para from fulfilling her
wishes to visit certain outdoor nature spaces more regularly.

4.2 Backyard spaces and the everyday lives of older Samoan migrants in
SWS
i)

Backyards as integrative spaces

Table 4 illustrates the key themes that were discussed by participants regarding the
integrative qualities of backyards as outdoor nature spaces. Participants discussed the
sociality of Samoan backyards with enthusiasm however, underscored the limits to
Australian backyards as integrative spaces.

Table 4. Backyards as integrative spaces: key themes.
Integrative themes
Fences reducing sociality in SWS
Social interactions common in
Samoan backyards
Family histories and connections
with plants in Samoan gardens

Participants
Fraser, Des, Dora, Tai
Des, Tai, Theresa, Sina,
Laaloa, Anna
Theresa, Dora, Laaloa,
Anna

Older adult participants experienced fences as restrictive. For Fraser, his solid fenced-in
SWS backyard conflicts with his expectations of more fluid boundaries, formed during
his life in Samoa 3. Instead of viewing fences as way of achieving privacy and
undisturbed use of his backyard, Fraser feels they decrease integrative potential and
prevent sociality between family and neighbours:
When we go back [to Samoa]…we will sit in that backyard, and spend so much
time there because it’s nice. It’s nice because it is open, you can
see. There’s fences but it’s open fences, not like here…you can’t even see
through them…That space that I used to grow up in, it’s massive and

3

As advised by Ursula, the cultural liaison, Samoan yards have no clear delineation between front and
backyards. Hence, Samoan ‘front’ and ‘backyards’ are referred to interchangeably in participant quotes.

now you’re just kind of locked in. It’s hard like when I take the kids out there
[SWS backyard] it’s a small space and we are locked in. Trying to play around,
you can’t…even the front yard…you can’t really go out, like when we are in the
islands kids can go out and play.
Fraser’s reflections draw attention to how social kinship relationships in the Samoan
yard are enacted through and within large, open spaces contrasting to Willing and
Pojani’s (2016) discussion of the ‘Australian dream’ of a private backyard that supports
home-based socialising. Dora made similar observations regarding fences as barriers to
sociality:
Okay when I go to my backyard, sometimes [I] just go there and look around
when I’m stressed…But it doesn’t make me feel better because I’m all alone.
Like I don’t have anybody to talk to, so I just sit there…just looking around.
Sometimes I feel lonely…I don’t think I can feel anything…It doesn’t make me
feel better.
The social norms of Australian suburbia constitute the backyard as a private setting for
immediate nuclear family members – screened off from both neighbours and people
passing by (Willing & Pojani 2016). However, Dora’s wellbeing is not sustained
through her SWS backyard context, rather she feels isolated, confirming GormanMurray and Bissell’s (2018) finding that social interaction within spaces have an
important bearing on how they impact wellbeing.

For Para, fences inhibit her children’s social lives in the backyard. Some fences, like
Colorbond (see Figure 6 and Figure 7) are noisy when hit with a football, and so Para
stops her kids from playing to avoid upsetting neighbours:

I only go out there to take my kids if they want to play there with a ball out there
like soccer. But I don’t really cause it’s not fair for the neighbours, the noise and
stuff… cause the kids they kick the ball and like hit the fence, you know make
more noises. There’s one, an old lady back there so I respect them, so I have to
be fair to my neighbours.
Para does not feel so inhibited in Samoa because of the existing sociality and familiarity
of village life:
They always be free there [Samoa], I don’t mind, it’s small like and
the neighbours back home they don’t mind…It’s Samoa, everywhere the kids
like know their neighbours, the neighbour’s kids and they like play
together yeah and its open, that’s why.
Para’s narrative exhibits Fleuret and Prugneau’s (2015) point that experiences of
wellbeing can exist across several interrelated and discontinuous spaces (in this case,
between Samoan and Sydney). It is also keeping with the space-times of wellbeing
argument of Gorman-Murray and Bissell (2018). Focusing on fly-in/fly-out workers,
they argued that some spaces (in their case, home) continue to sustain certain aspects of
individual’s wellbeing, even when they are somewhere else (e.g. at work). In terms of
the present study, for Samoan migrants, freedom, open spaces and familiar neighbours
underpin the socially integrative nature of backyards. In some respects, their Samoan
backyards – which met these needs – continued to sustain their wellbeing, at a distance.
However, their life experiences in SWS were characterised by an inability to connect
with this particular ‘fenced in’ backyard design. As discussed in the following section
fences also limited participants’ therapeutic engagements with this space (Conradson
2005).

Figure 6. Para and Des’ backyard.

Figure 7. Para and Des’ backyard.

Participants spoke of how their wellbeing was (and in many cases, continues to be)
facilitated in and through specific plants in their Samoan yards, which forge embodied
connections with cherished family histories (Tolia-Kelly 2004; Morgan et al.2005).
Theresa enjoyed recalling a particular mango tree planted in her Samoan yard which
evoked strong emotional bonds with that particular space.
there was a mango tree at the front, and I knew that that mango tree was planted
by my grandparents’ parents. Then there was a big cyclone and then as soon as
that mango tree disappeared from the front there was a sadness…it was like our
grandparents and the memory of them went along with that [mango tree]…[I]
would remember so many memories were built on that mango tree…There was a
certain time in the evening where my grandmother…we would go there for story
time under that mango tree. Course we would go get mangos and sit down and
have mangos, and then she would tell us a story. So, there was definitely a
connection there in terms of plants and stuff that we had there, and the land
itself.
Thinking through a space-times of wellbeing framework (Atkinson 2013; GormanMurray & Bissell 2018), Theresa’s narrative draws attention to Head et al. (2004) and
Tolia-Kelly’s (2004) work on diaspora populations and how long-standing connections
to place can be difficult to re-establish in their post-migration context. This may be
particularly so for migrants who are renting properties and therefore are unable to
establish connections by planting trees in their new gardens.

Fleuret and Atkinson’s (2007) writing draws consideration to the importance of the
integrative dimensions of space. Integrative spaces can enhance wellbeing through
relational and situated assemblages of people and materials (Atkinson 2013), enabling

individuals to feel part of a social group (Schlosberg 2013). The participants’ narratives
made it clear that they did not experience their rented, fenced-in SWS backyards as
integrative spaces.

ii)

Backyards as therapeutic spaces

Therapeutic space is a helpful concept for thinking about how spaces, as conceptualised
by Gesler (1992), Conradson (2005) and Straughan (2012), can generate comfort,
relaxation, stability or calmness. Older first-generation migrants described their Samoan
yards in these terms, but not their SWS backyards. See Table 5 for key themes.

Table 5. Backyards as therapeutic spaces: key themes.
Therapeutic theme
Closed in spaces are not therapeutic

Participant
Sina, Theresa, Laaloa,
Dora, Tai, Fraser
Climate, concrete, lawns and fences Para, Dora, Sina
undermine connections and create
unwanted chores
Familiar and diverse flora are
Dora, Theresa, Laaloa,
therapeutic
Para

‘Nothing’ was the most common answer amongst interviewees when asked to reflect on
their emotional connections to their SWS backyards. Working against potential
therapeutic connections was the absence of open space, familiar vegetation, and
presence of concrete surfaces and fences – material objects that hindered feelings of
belonging and home-making post-migration (Tolia-Kelly 2004; Tolia-Kelly 2006;
Morgan et al. 2005). Conversely, Dora reminisced on how open space and the climate in
her family’s Samoan yard brought enjoyment. ‘Big house farm space. I love big space
and I enjoy as well, it’s pretty weather as well there [family home]. It’s pretty cool like
you have that breeze, like it’s cold [refreshing]’.

For Sina, the fence enclosing her SWS backyard which blocks the sun and restricts the
surrounding view – prevents it from being a healing environment. Sina described her
lack of enjoyment of the space, ‘it’s paved so being concrete I don’t like to be there.
And there’s not much sunlight over there, it’s usually always in the shade’ (see Figure 8
and 9). Concrete and shade detract from the therapeutic qualities of Sina’s SWS
backyard, inhibiting embodied connections to this space (Conradson 2005). Conversely,
Sina recalled her childhood memories of Samoa, detailing positive emotional
connection to puddles and familiar plants on her property – scents and touches that
Morgan et al. (2005) argue embody ‘home’ (Tolia-Kelly 2006):
I was outside playing amongst the many plants and fruit trees that we had around
the property…there was certain areas where it really rained a lot, it created a
puddle. I also have these really fond memories of that puddle…I made it my
very own swimming pool… And there’s a certain fruit tree, it’s called the Vi
tree - which was a Samoan version of the apple. I love that… [memories of]
always eating a fruit.
Tolia-Kelly (2004) discussed how certain aesthetics, places and connections are valued
by diaspora communities, and so attempts to recreate these in post-migration contexts
assist with establishing new landscapes of belonging. In this study, the relevance of
Bate’s (2018) argument – regarding how rental regulations inhibit tenants from creating
spaces of belonging – was readily apparent. Participants were unable to create these
links in their SWS backyards (See section 4.2.iii). Sina explained that if she were able
to plant familiar trees –like mango trees – in her rental property, she would be able to
relax (Gesler 1992; Tolia-Kelly 2004).

Figure 8. Fences and concrete in Sina's backyard, SWS.

Figure 9. Hardly used shaded concrete area in Sina and Theresa’s backyard.

Theresa remembered her New Zealand backyard as a relaxing outdoor nature space
because it was open and had familiar trees:
I knew that was outdoor space for me because…we had a big outdoor
space…and we had a peach tree, a guava tree and you read a book…you just did
stuff outside and you knew that was a real nice outdoor area.
Theresa’s comment mirror Conradson (2005) and Gesler’s (1992) argument about the
physical qualities of a landscape and how they may enhance the therapeutic experiences
of a person visiting that space, including their ability to relax and heal. Relaxation was
not possible in Theresa’s SWS backyard. In fact, she did not even consider it to be an
outdoor nature space:

In the way that I view outdoor nature um no…Where it’s located … you just got
this road, you got your footpath. That’s why I don’t see it [as outdoor nature]
because…there’s just traffic, there’s cars…the road.

Theresa, like Sina – does not feel relaxed in her small enclosed backyard in SWS (see
Figure 10). Furthermore, the material surroundings prevent Theresa from categorising
the backyard as therapeutic nature (Conradson 2005).
I keep saying I’ve got to go to Bunnings and get some stuff [plants]. I know if I
made it pretty it would make a difference. And I might even start relaxing…
Familiar plants are important for Theresa and Sina to enable relaxation. Dora reiterated
similar feelings, ‘there’s no trees around [in her SWS backyard]. That’s why it’s not the
same [as Samoa]’. Memories of Samoan yards, smells and plants continued to sustain
the participants’ wellbeing across space and time in ways that their SWS backyards
were unable to replicate.

Figure 10. Backyard of Sina and Theresa's rental property.

In sum, participants’ narratives illustrated the uneven therapeutic geographies of
backyards. After Tolia-Kelly (2006) the therapeutic geographies of backyards are not
static, but the outcome of embodied processes that connect the social and material, past
and present, Samoa and Sydney. For Samoan migrants living in Sydney, embodied
experiences – gained from years spent living in Samoa (and repeated visits to the
present day) – work against the possibilities of their backyards in SWS becoming
therapeutic spaces (Gesler 1992; Conradson 2005). Participants underscored how yards,
as therapeutic spaces, need to include open vistas and familiar vegetation. These
attributes were absent from their post-migration backyards (Tolia-Kelly 2004).

iii)

Backyards as spaces of capability

Fleuret and Prugneau’s (2015) discussion of spaces of capability frames wellbeing
around people’s ability to lead the lives they wish to live. Following Waitt and Harada
(2019), several factors worked against participants’ experiences of their SWS backyards
as spaces of capability: distributional injustice sustained through lack of land
ownership; procedural injustice tied to maintenance responsibilities from housing
tenancy agreements (Bate 2018) (Table 6); and recognitional injustice arising from the
impossibility of backyards accommodating their cultural practices, for instance,
pertaining to extended families (Head et al. 2004).
Distributional justice – land ownership

Table 6. Backyards and distributional justice: key themes.
Distributional justice themes
Land ownership increases
capability
Sustained connection to land when
owned

Participant
Tai, Fraser, Des, Theresa, Sina,
Laaloa
Tai, Des, Fraser, Anna, Para

Distributional justice is about the ability to access goods in a society and the equitable
distribution of those goods (Schlosberg, 2013). In the context of this thesis, it
encourages thinking about the unequal allocation of wellbeing benefits associated with
outdoor nature spaces. Samoa land is acquired through either customary or freehold
agreements (Corrin 2008). However, in SWS the participants’ lack of home ownership
reduces their capabilities and creates restrictions as Head et al. (2004) found that
migrants who owned their home had agency to alter and use their gardens how they
wished. Bate (2018) similarly noted the impact tenure laws and policies have on people
understanding and creating home. Fraser described how tenancy works against the
rented Australian backyard ever being a place that could sustain his wellbeing:
You don’t have that connection to that land because it doesn’t belong to you.
Whereas in Samoa you know that’s your land because you bought it. Your kids
[are] going to inherit that land. It’s been passed down from generations.

The inability for Fraser to have agency to choose how to design and use his backyard is
determined by his rental agreement, which impedes his quality of life, or eudaimonic
wellbeing (Dang 2014). Fraser’s connection to land remains with his family’s property
in Samoa, despite the fact that he has lived in SWS for 10 years. The impact this has on
Samoan migrants is unpacked further in the section on procedural justice, which
discusses tenancy rules in greater detail (Bate 2018).

Likewise, Des felt a connection to his family’s land in Samoa because they own it and
so ‘can do whatever they want to it’. Des explained that ownership would make a
difference to his experience of his SWS backyard because he could ‘plant a lot of trees
at the back’. Blunt and Dowling (2006) highlighted a home is more than dwelling but is

embedded with identity and home-making practices. Thus, if Des owned his house in
SWS this would increase his capability to make decisions and feel connected to his
backyard.

Like Fraser and Des, Tai (a 48-year-old warehouse manager, husband and father of five)
spoke of disconnections to his rental property in SWS. Despite Tai having rented the
same house for ten years, he does not feel a connection to his backyard. Tai explained
that renting works against embodied connections with the backyard: ‘Nuh, it’s not mine,
I rent here. I don’t feel anything for it, I can’t own anything…Yeah, no
connection…just a place’. It became clear that Bate’s (2018) argument about lack of
home ownership is integral to these Samoan migrants’ wellbeing, by decreasing their
capability to lead the lives they wish to lead.

Procedural justice – tenancy and rules

Procedural justice is concerned with agency, participation and procedural fairness that
gives individuals the capability to ensure functioning. It refers to participation, in both
political and cultural institutions (Sen 1992). Procedural justice focuses attention on
what formal and informal agreements may inhibit the wellbeing of people using a space
(see Table 7).
Table 7. Backyards and procedural justice: key themes.
Procedural justice themes
Rental agreements and
maintenance obligations
Restrictions on desired activities
in rented SWS backyards

Participant
Des, Fraser, Sina, Theresa,
Tai, Laaloa
Des, Fraser, Sina, Theresa,
Tai, Para

In relation to this study, a lack of land ownership means tenants are unable to do what
they wish; and are tied into doing what someone else expects. Often in these firstgeneration Samoan migrants’ narratives there is a conflict between what landlords want
them to do and their own cultural preferences (Blunt & Dowling 2006; Bate 2018). For
example, Sina spoke about the challenges of rental properties, specifically keeping pets
and maintaining the lawns:
We rent here and part of the rental thing is no dogs…when we actually came
into this property that grass area, they were trying to grow it. They were saying
that [the] previous tenants had a dog and it must have dug up…part of our lease
is actually to maintain the grass. Like they used to bring turf and we had to let
the grass grow.
Maintaining the lawn is a chore that Sina must perform to meet her landlord’s
expectations, not because she wants to have grass in her backyard. Likewise, Theresa
spoke of how responsibilities for the maintenance of grass work against the possibilities
of personal connections with the backyard (Bate 2018).
Obviously with rent[ing] you always know there is restrictions on what you can
[do]…these gardens have to be immaculate and the grass has to be
whatever…we signed on the lease for it. And then, even though it’s a great thing
to take care of, I don’t feel a connection to it because I feel like this is someone
else’s house we are taking care of.
The labour of caring for the grass is not Sina’s choice. She is bound by the terms and
conditions of her rental agreement. Similarly, Fraser lacks an emotional connection to
his backyard as a tenant, because his actions are restricted.
You feel it is a backyard…but it’s not yours…I can’t really…I can’t just go out
there and dig a hole…To be honest with you, I don’t take a sense of pride in.

Like I will cut the grass because I want my house to be clean. But…you don’t
have that connection.
In Samoa, land is owned by residents (Corrin 2008). Therefore, in the post-migration
contest of SWS, backyards are not able to sustain the participants’ wellbeing because of
procedural barriers to their actions.

Recognitional justice – family identities
Recognitional injustice lies in understanding how social groups may be stigmatised and
marginalised through societal norms (Schlosberg, 2013). Recognitional injustice
encourages thinking about dominant sets of ideas about the people and behaviours that
‘belong’ in a space. The participants explained that in Samoa, yards are central to family
identities in ways that cannot be replicated in Australia (see Table 8).

Table 8. Backyards and recognitional justice: key themes.
Recognitional justice themes
Samoan birth and death
traditions are not possible in
the post-migration backyard
Lack of family identities in
SWS backyards

Participant
Theresa, Anna, Tai, Fraser

Anna, Tai, Dora, Para, Theresa

For example, Theresa narrated how individuals, families and yards are connected from
childbirth to death.
It’s a custom in Samoa, when the belly button [umbilical cord] of a child … falls
off you bury it somewhere, so you always know you are from that land. So, you
choose that tree, a significant tree somewhere. That tree was a mango tree and
that was where we would bury someone’s belly button from the family. So, it

was one of those quirky things, but we loved it. Cause we often argue at home
with you know, a sibling rivalry, and say well you’re not really from here
where’s your belly button buried… So that kind of connection that Samoans
have.
In Samoa, according to Theresa, belonging in a particular place is embedded through
this act. As other participants explained, Samoan yards are also considered appropriate
places for family burials, ‘you bury your own family – mum and dad, sisters, cousins in
your own land’ (Anna). Sina also described this connection:
I have older sisters that have passed on and one of their grave[s] is there on the
property. She died the year I was born. So, growing up I would always
remember seeing that scene of this tree next to her grave. And because the tree
you know it fruited, and I would always go and sit on her grave and I would be
eating that fruit.
Samoan yards are experienced as spaces of wellbeing through customs that constitute
present and past individuals as family members – who belong in that space –from birth
to death. In contrast, in the cultural context and regulatory environment of SWS,
different sets of ideas play out around childbirth and death (Head et al. 2004). These,
and the tenure issues already discussed, work against Samoan performances that
constitute familial identities in and through backyard spaces (Bate 2018).

4.3 Conclusion
While the backyard is the most accessible outdoor nature space for the Samoan migrant
families who participated in this study, narratives of disuse and even avoidance of their
SWS backyards were apparent. Wellbeing was undermined by the enclosed yards and
fences and absence of familiar flora and familial memories (Tolia-Kelly 2004).. The
spaces of wellbeing framework provides insight into how distributional, recognitional
and procedural injustices are present in SWS backyards (Fleuret & Atkinson 2007;
Fleuret & Prugneau 2015). The notion of capabilities offers insights to the processes
that prevent the participants from being able to form connections with their SWS
backyards, including restricting tenure agreements and unwanted labour maintenance.
Therapeutic and integrative qualities were also lacking in SWS backyards, discouraging
emotional connections and physical use and subsequently inhibiting participants’
wellbeing. Some of these challenges (for instance, tenancy rules) are common to
migrants and non-migrants alike (Bate 2018). However, as seen in this chapter, migrants
carry with them sets of expectations about how particular spaces ought to function
(Tolia-Kelly 2004). When the spaces of their post-migration lives fail to live up to these
expectations, they experience feelings of ambivalence, frustration, and disconnection.
The next chapter explores these themes further by examining how outdoor nature spaces
at a neighbourhood scale overcome certain barriers presented by backyards.

Chapter 5: Neighbourhood parks, pathways
and sports fields

(Lan 2017)

The aim of this chapter is to explore how the various outdoor nature spaces identified by
the participants, at the neighbourhood scale (including parks, pathways and sports
fields), sustain or undermine their wellbeing. Overall, neighbourhood-level outdoor
nature spaces (henceforth neighbourhood spaces) in South West Sydney (SWS) helped
to overcome some of the challenges of backyards in sustaining wellbeing. The chapter is
divided into four sections. First, for context, a map of the locations in SWS
neighbourhoods that participants spoke about as outdoor nature spaces is included. The
second section explains how the openness of neighbourhood spaces enables the older
migrant adults, and their families, to experience the types of sociality/play that they
were unable to achieve in their fenced in backyards. Third, participants emphasised the
therapeutic benefits of relaxation, familiar plants and exercise that were not apparent in
their backyards (Head et al. 2004; Conradson 2005; Morgan et al. 2005). However,

first-generation Samoan migrants’ wellbeing was inhibited in neighbourhood spaces
when they were not experienced as spaces of security. Feelings of being unsafe caused
participants to avoid some spaces at certain times of day. The presence of strangers
often informed the sensation of being unsafe (Valentine 1989). Safety concerns
undermined some participants’ capacity to use neighbourhood spaces highlighting the
intimate connection between spaces of capability and spaces of security (Smith & Reid
2019). To conclude, the chapter underscores the importance of neighbourhood spaces
for the wellbeing of older Samoan migrants, particularly given their lack of connection
to outdoor nature at other geographical scales.

5.1 Locations of outdoor nature spaces at the neighbourhood-scale
All but one of the outdoor nature spaces discussed in this section (and portrayed in
Figure 11) are located in SWS, as this chapter is based on discussions of the
neighbourhood scale. The one exception is the Royal Botanic Garden in inner city
Sydney, which is included because Theresa visits regularly during lunch breaks from
her office job and because it provides important related empirical detail.

Figure 11. Map of identified outdoor nature spaces in SWS neighbourhoods that
sustained wellbeing of older adults.

5.2 Openness and familial sociality
Neighbourhood parks, pathways and sports fields in SWS were able to overcome some
of the integrative challenges of backyards. Participants offered an interpretation of what
sustains wellbeing at a neighbourhood scale – primarily, ‘openness’. Open designs
provide a physical and social environment that favours the participants’ social
requirements (Thomas 2001), supporting familial bonds that cannot be achieved in their
fenced backyards. See Table 9 for key themes.

Table 9. Integrative spaces at the neighbourhood-scale: key themes.
Geographic
Scale
Neighbourhood
spaces

Integrative themes

Participant

Open neighbourhood support
familial sociality
Unable to access certain
spaces because of regulations

Dora, Para, Laaloa, Des Anna,
Tai, Fraser
Des, Tai, Fraser, Anna

Participants often compared the sociality of their village lives in Samoa and their
current lives in SWS to express similarities and differences in their embodied contextual
experiences in neighbourhood spaces; accentuating Fleuret and Prugneau (2015) spacetimes emphasis of wellbeing argument. For example, Dora drew upon Samoa as a space
that reinforces wellbeing, focusing attention on the openness of sports fields and
beaches:
I always like to go play outdoors...playing rugby, netball. Doing a lot of other
stuff with friends and family. Also, go swimming, like the nice beaches there as
well...yeah, hang out with friends.
Similarly, in SWS, Dora enjoys taking her children to Mount Pritchard Park because
‘it's more open…not like the backyard and that makes a difference...I always want to get
my kids and go for a walk’. The park design engenders opportunities for recreational
and social activities similarly found by Gabriel (2011) where the urban park is identified
as a social space. Para also emphasised the importance of being able to visit her
neighbourhood park, Whitlam Park - where a greater diversity of activities can take
place (Schwanen & Wang 2014). She feels uncomfortable allowing her children to play
in the backyard because of noise level concerns for her neighbours.
It’s a big area so when you go there, you know no one bothers you. Like you
just go there, take your kids and let them go free to run everywhere. It’s a big
field and it’s more open for the kids to have fun.
Sociality as a family group is unrestricted in Whitlam Park when compared to Para’s
fenced in SWS backyard, closely surrounded by neighbours.

Waitt and Knobel (2018) signified the affective quality of ‘openness’ in neighbourhood
spaces. Openness is fundamental to Tai’s embodied geographies of urban parks and
sports fields. Tai is 58 years old, husband with five kids and a warehouse manager who
has rented in SWS for 25 years. Large, open, unfenced spaces are important – and Tai
feels frustrated when he is unable to use such spaces that are designated for sports
clubs’ use:
If you want to have space, there is small little parks. That’s got no footy field
attached to it, no soccer field. Then there is not enough space. There’s big space
here [local soccer field], but you can’t play on them.
Small neighbourhood parks do not provide the sense of openness that Tai desires,
however, is unable to access the large spaces that meet his preferences (see Figure 12).
Sociality in the Samoan yard was not transferable to SWS backyards, as discussed in
Chapter 4. However, participants’ (Des, Tai and Fraser) narratives present a case that is
keeping with Francis et al. (2012) argument that neighbourhood sports-fields and parks
are better able to fulfil this function.

Figure 12. Cammarlie reserve where regulations and design prevent social integration
and play between family and friends.

5.3 Openness, plants and exercise promote relaxation
Table 10 presents how parks and sports fields also provided therapeutic benefits
including relaxation, enjoyment of familiar plants and exercise. Again, these therapeutic
qualities were often absent from participants’ SWS backyards.

Table 10. Therapeutic spaces at the neighbourhood-scale: key themes.
Integrative themes
Openness enables exercising and
relaxation to take place
Presence of familiar plants sustain
wellbeing through embodied emotional
connections across space and time

Participant
Para, Fraser, Des, Laaloa,
Theresa, Sina, Dora
Theresa, Para, Sina,
Anna

Takano et al. (2002) and Maas et al. (2006; 2008) public health studies showed that the
‘openness’ of parks is important for physical health, because these spaces promote
exercise. The participants in this student expressed similar sentiments. For example,
Fraser said:
I like the park here because it is an open space... It’s somewhere that is open, it’s
somewhere you go that’s relaxing. And for me, I don’t know it’s just open and
spacious… I like it. Like sometimes when I’m feeling a bit stressed, I like to go
exercise [there].
Being able to access sports fields and parks after work to exercise lets Fraser relax and
‘de-stress’ confirming Song et al.’s (2015)’s scientific observation that walking in an
urban park significantly lowers levels of negative emotions and anxiety. Like Fraser,
Laaloa exercises in Ida Kennedy Reserve during daylight hours (see Figure 13), for the
therapeutic benefits triggered by its physical qualities (Gesler 1992; Conradson 2005;
Hitchings & Latham 2017)

Figure 13. Ida Kennedy Reserve, Laaloa goes for walks here.

Para highlighted the ability for her children to exercise in Whitlam Park, which offers
more sports and play options than her backyard (see Figure 11 for location). Para
commented:
They have those playgrounds for the kids, and even the netball courts for the old
ones – the teenagers they want to, you know, be fit… my little one wants to go
play on the playground slides and stuff like that. But my 14, 15 and 11-year-old,
they want to just go play on the netball court or just go running.
Similarly, Dora detailed her experience of exercising with her children in their
neighbourhood park:

We just go there when I have free time after school and we just go for a walk
and that’s what we do almost every day….it’s good for me as well because we
did a challenge losing weight and that’s why we had motivation to go. It’s more
open and that makes a difference… And it’s for their health as well, so they like
to enjoy it walking around and even doing those exercises with those equipment.
Dora underscores the quality of openness as making a difference (Waitt & Knobel
2018) for why she enjoys regularly visiting the park. Dora understands the health
benefits of regular physical activities in the park and - as per Gorman-Murray and
Bissell’s (2018) space-times of wellbeing - find that movements between different
spaces (her home and the park) enhances different dimensions of wellbeing, in this case
therapeutic.

Conversely, Theresa does not regularly visit her neigbourhood parks and sports fields
because she does not feel they provide therapeutic benefits for her. Instead, she visits
the Royal Botanic Gardens every day during her work lunch break. Like other
participants, Theresa reiterated the affective quality of ‘openness’ and the hedonic
benefits gained. She recounted:
If I’m stressed at work or whatever I just go for a walk, go through the park
(Botanic Gardens). Do I know why, yeah? I think because I feel like I am
breathing, everything is open and when you are in the office [and] even though I
can come out to the street, I feel like I’m choking because I am on a busy street
and got to go to court and come back. For me it’s because I feel like “Ahhhh
open” (smiles). So, you can’t replicate that at the back of my mum’s house cause
we got fences.

Theresa used the negative language of choking to describe her experience of her office,
city streets and her mother’s enclosed SWS backyard. Theresa confirmed Maller et al.’s
(2006) argument that ‘greenspace’ is an important and effective means of relieving
stress, sustaining hedonic wellbeing. Tolia-Kelly (2004) noted the importance of
material objects that serve as reminders of home for diaspora communities. For Theresa,
the gardens also accentuate emotional connections as she is able to encounter familiar
plants from Samoa:
So, if I go to a park here [her neighbourhood] and when I go to Botanic Gardens,
you know there’s a lot of things that I go, ‘Oh I’m not familiar with those
plants’. But if I see there’s another plant – I don’t know what it’s called in
English –but it’s like another leaf and its red, and we use it for medicine
purposes as well, and we use it for dancing. The minute I see that, I just think
my gosh, we are in Samoa.
Theresa’s statement confirms the work of Conradson (2005), who argued the material
qualities of places (openness, familiar plants, size) play a key role in therapeutic
experiences, rather than the presence of greenspace alone. Morgan et al.’s (2005) study
also emphasised embodied connections to Samoa through coming into contact with
familiar plants such as banana trees in the post-migration context as similarly
experienced by Theresa.

Like Theresa, Sina spoke of how the presence of familiar flowers in neighbourhood
parks therapeutically enhances her hedonic wellbeing. She said, ‘I love tropical,
obviously it comes from Samoa’. When asked to describe how the presence of colourful
flowers makes her feel, she responded:

I think seeing flowers in the park is lovely. If it’s just the simplest of flower it
makes a difference. So, for me seeing flowers, and colours with the green…it’s
pleasing to the eyes but mostly makes me really feel; oh, I just love colour it
makes me feel happy when I see colour. It gives me a really nice warm happy
feeling.

How colourful flowers evoke happiness for Sina confirms Van Dillon et al.’s (2015)
argument regarding the affective and emotional role of plants. Colourful flowers are
important to therapeutically sustain her wellbeing in SWS parks through memories and
embodied connections to Samoa (Head et al. 2004; Toila-Kelly 2004; Morgan et al.
2005). Neighbourhood spaces containing familiar plants and tropical flowers help
bolster the wellbeing of the Samoan migrants who participated in this study, unlike their
SWS backyards that lack these elements.

5.4 Regulation barriers and security influence visitation of parks:
‘when’ and ‘where’
Feelings of being unsafe inhibited some Samoan migrants’ wellbeing in outdoor nature
spaces at the neighbourhood-scale. Safety concerns undermined the potential for
neighbourhood parks to function as spaces of capability (see Table 11). This is because
darkness and the presence of strangers limited the participants’ ability to access these
spaces (Valentine 1989).

Table 11. Spaces of security and capability at the neighbourhood-scale: key themes.
Spaces of security and capability
Time of day impacts when women feel
comfortable visiting parks and pathways
Park regulations decrease capability to use
the space how the participants wanted

Participant
Laaloa, Sina, Anna
Fraser, Des, Tai, Anna

Familiarity with members of their Samoan villages sustained social relationships and
the sensation of safety. In comparison, the absence of sociality between neighbourhood
members in SWS worked against some parks, paths and sports fields being experienced
as safe at particular times of day (Valentine 1989; Madge 1997). Such embodied
experiences were evident when participants described feeling unable to visit spaces after
sunset, either alone or with children. Sina discussed how her capability to go for
exercise walks was compromised because of darkness.
Not put myself at risk of being in a situation where someone could, you know,
because it’s dark, someone that instead of doing the right thing does the wrong
thing. There have been times when I have come home and, in my mind, I am
determined I want to go for a walk, but the time I know is so kind of close [to
sunset]. So…I will alter [the route], and I might not go as far or go to a certain
point and then come back via the street.
Sina underscored the alignment between gender, darkness and risk (Valentine 1989).
For Sina, the provision of light from adjoining sports grounds, assists her in feeling safe
when walking on her neighbourhood pathway – but this is only possible at times when
the sports fields are lit up for club training sessions (see Figure 14). Therefore, her
capability to exercise after work is restricted by fear of walking alone after dark without
lighting. Sina’s experience in public spaces speaks to Valentine’s (1989) examination of

the relationship between women’s fear of violence, particularly perpetrated by men; and
the assumption that women are putting themselves at risk for walking in the dark.

Figure 14. Sina's walking path featuring the sporting facilities next to it.

Moreover, Sina’s narrative echoes Madge’s (1997) findings regarding the geographies
of fear in public parks in response to the perceived threat of violence. The absence of
light conveys the possibilities of danger from the presence of ‘someone’(see Figure 15
for the location at which this discussion took place during the go-along). To minimise
the sense of threat, Sina changes the length, time and return route of her walk. Likewise,
Laaloa’s sense of safety in Ida Kennedy Reserve is sustained through visiting during the
day and by the proximity of regulatory authorities (see Figure 16). Hence, Laaloa and
Sina’s lived experiences align with naturalised understandings of the gendered
dimensions that constitute public space (Valentine 1989; Waitt & Knobel 2018).

Figure 15. Section of Sina's walking path that she avoids during darkness.

Figure 16. Police station located across the road from Ida Kennedy Reserve.

Tai’s comments, meanwhile, conveyed that bodies in SWS parks are always under close
surveillance of other park-users. Tai pointed to the ways in which white privilege may
be enforced through language; and how being a visible minority impacts his outdoor
nature experience (Byrne & Wolch 2009). ‘Try and climb the tree here’, and said, ‘and
can guarantee you someone will say, “There’s a monkey up the tree!” Tai alluded to
how Samoan bodies are not only subject to surveillance in outdoor nature spaces, but
may experience racial abuse. Working against outdoor nature spaces as spaces of
capability, then, is the possibility of racial vilification (Byrne & Sipe 2010; Byrne
2012).

Fraser, meanwhile, pointed to how safety concerns in neighbourhood parks were
impacted by the presence of other unwelcome bodies (Byrne 2012) – in his case,
‘junkies’. . These concerns were raised by older adult participants visiting parks with
their children. For example, Fraser spoke about avoiding a park near his house because
of evidence of illicit drug use:

Ah, the one [park] across on the other side. Yeah, I would [avoid] because of
junkies, so there’s needles and stuff like that. Especially for my kids, I can’t take
[my children there]. Cause, I do like taking my kids to the park but yeah [it’s not
a] safe environment.

As a father, Fraser embodies the responsibility of protecting his kids, therefore,
encountering the stigmatised figure of the ‘junkie’ in a public space creates fear
(Valentine 1989; Madge 2007; Waitt & Knobel 2017). Fraser’s words resonate with
Waitt and Knobel’s (2017) finding that fear is an evoked response through encounters

with stigmatised bodies. To facilitate his capability to become a ‘good’ parent, Fraser
avoids taking his children to parks where they are exposed to risks.

Urry (2002) explored how modes of transport, like cars, can invoke the emotion of fear.
In Samoa cars are not a necessity for everyday life, including accessing parks and
sports-fields. Yet, in Sydney, certain Samoan migrants described feeling unsafe when
driving or when walking near cars reducing their mobility levels. For Para the fear of
driving works against visiting outdoor nature places that are further afield:
…that’s what the other thing is, is travelling. Cause I never drive that far. I think
when I came here and I was fresh driver, I don’t really drive that far cause I’m
scared to drive. So, we only go that far if my husband like is available [to drive].
When her husband is absent, Para’s mobility to visit outdoor nature spaces is restricted
primarily to those she can access by foot. Sina’s geography of fear, by contrast, is
impacted by walking close to cars:
You're coming [walking] up to the road and there's cars. There's cars and I’m
afraid oh okay I'm walking on the footpath, but you never know a car might
come off plough off the road and hit you.
Para’s and Sina’s fear of driving and cars respectively work against their capacity to
visit outdoor nature spaces in SWS and beyond. Following Urry (2001), this has
important implications for their everyday lives in a context where mobility is regarded
as necessary to be a functioning contemporary citizen.

Safety was not the only factor impacting the extent to which parks were perceived as
spaces of capability – regulations were also key. Like in cities throughout the Minority
World, the parks of SWS are highly regulated through Council ordinances, banning a
range of activities that upset the social and moral order (see Figure 14). As argued by
Byrne (2012) these regulations are embedded in dominant social norms – park cultures
that are embedded in and reinforce white privilege. Thomas (2001) highlighted that
dominant social norms circumscribe how migrants can use parks. Tai explained that no
one in the Samoan community can ‘enjoy the greenspace’ in Australia, because ‘it’s too
protected [regulated] here.’ Furthermore, participants underscored how certain
regulations worked against their capability to experience community and family through
communal Samoan sports, specifically cricket and rugby. For example, cricket is
banned in Cammarlie Reserve (see Figure 17), and Tai explained that council
regulations of sports fields worked against playing rugby with his family:

[There is a] big space here, but you can’t play on them. Council [regulate
them]…there’s parts of the field which are closed off, cause they use them for
footy fields.
A large sports field could provide Tai with the possibility to sustain his wellbeing
through playing rugby with his family (See section 5.2). However, highly regulated
access prevents him from doing so (Byrne & Sipe 2010; Byrne 2012).

Figure 17. Council regulations at Cammerlie reserve restricting activities people can
partake at the reserve.

5.5 Conclusion
Fleuret and Atkinson (2007) advocate for a spatial and relational understanding of
wellbeing, forged at the intersections of safety, sociality, therapy and capability.
Participants’ narratives revealed how wellbeing was sustained (or not) by outdoor
nature spaces at the neighbourhood-scale. Outdoor neighbourhood spaces in SWS
offered therapeutic benefits in the form of exercise and familiar plants (Morgan et al.
2005). Additionally, wellbeing was sustained through the openness of outdoor nature

spaces, enabling familial sociality. That said, for these first-generation Samoan
migrants’ certain factors worked against a sense wellbeing in these spaces. These
included how certain regulations inhibited informal communal sports (cricket and
rugby), alongside the potential threat of darkness, strangers and cars. These threats were
heightened for women and parents with children (Valentine 1989).

Chapter 6: Younger Samoan-born adults and
the outdoors: spaces of wellbeing across
Sydney

(Shyrun 2015)

What are the experiences of outdoor nature spaces amongst younger Samoan-born
adults, without parenting responsibilities? This chapter explores the relationship
between outdoor nature spaces and the wellbeing of younger first-generation Samoan
migrants, in ways that overlap with, and differ from, older adults. Chapter 6 proceeds in
four parts. It opens with a ‘portrait’ of one younger adult participant, Lyllah, to give a
sense of her migration history and everyday life in SWS (Valentine 2000). The second
part offers a spatial interpretation of Lyllah’s interview through spaces of wellbeing
framework (Fleuret & Atkinson 2007), alongside the three other younger adults
involved in this study. The section begins with a brief discussion of backyards and
neighbourhoods because younger adults raised many of the same themes as older adults

(see Chapter 4). The third section focuses on two spaces at the Greater Sydney scale
(i.e. beyond the neighbourhood) that Lyllah described as key to sustaining her
wellbeing: Bundeena and Bayview Park Wharf. In contrast, crowded Sydney beaches
like Coogee, Cronulla, Bondi and Manly inhibited Lyllah’s wellbeing due to the
intersection of gender and race (Evers 2008). For personal wellbeing, Lyllah seeks
spaces that have a body of water and are private, secluded and ‘natural’ (Conradson
2005; Straughan 2012; Castree 2013). Overall, younger adults were more mobile than
older adults and as a result visited more spaces outside their neighbourhoods to seek
relaxation and privacy.

6.1 Participant portrait
Lyllah: seeks self-healing and connections to Samoan heritage in the outdoors

Lyllah is personable and animated. Our conversation flowed easily at both interview
locations: Villawood McDonalds and the go-along at Bayview Park Wharf in Concord.
Rapport was quickly established; it was as if we had known each other for years. Hence,
her rich narrative provided a suitable portrait for analysis. Lyllah’s life narrative echoed
what many other younger participants discussed, including how they enjoy visiting
outdoor nature spaces by themselves to relax and spend time away from their parents.

Lyllah is 25 years old and has lived in Sydney for 23 years, after migrating with her
family from Upolu in 1996. She currently lives in her family-owned home with her
parents, who are pastors; a sister and brother close in age; and a younger brother by
several years. Lyllah is grappling with her sense of identity. The thought of ‘going back’
to Samoa has been debated in their household. For Lyllah’s parents, a lack of good

healthcare facilities and services in general, inhibit returning to Samoa. Despite this,
Lyllah wishes to connect with her Samoan ancestry. She spoke of a deep connection to
Samoa through being in and around water, sustaining her eudaimonic wellbeing.

Lyllah recently graduated from Western Sydney University with a Bachelor of Arts
(Social and Cultural Studies). At the time of our interview she was looking into further
study in the music industry but currently maintains her independence through casual
work and car ownership (Bull 2001). Although Lyllah only spent a couple of years
living in Samoa as a very young child, she has travelled back a few times and plans to
visit again next year.

When discussing outdoor nature spaces across Greater Sydney, Lyllah tapped into
western discourses of ‘escape’ when describing hikes in the Royal National Park and
visits to Bundeena (Castree 2013). Therapeutic values of quietness, water and social
integration in these places sustained her wellbeing (Straughan 2012). She conveyed that
her visits to particular locations – like Bondi, Manly and Cronulla – are, in part, shaped
by past experiences of discrimination from people of both Anglo-Australian and Pacific
ancestry (Evers 2008). Such negative experiences challenge Lyllah’s capacity to visit
certain spaces, and her sense of security when there. Figure 19 presents the outdoor
nature locations around Greater Sydney that sustain the wellbeing of younger
participants and the locations that inhibit Lyllah’s wellbeing.

Figure 18. Map of Eastern Sydney with identified outdoor nature spaces by younger
Samoans.

6.2 Backyards and neighbourhoods as spaces of wellbeing: a comparison of
younger and older adults’ experiences
Younger adults shared similarities to older adult participants when reporting the
inability of backyards in sustaining their wellbeing in SWS. The analysis suggests a
disconnect from the SWS backyard through the conceptual dimensions of integration,
capability and therapy. For example, when asked if she felt a connection to her family’s
backyard, Lyllah responded that she did not ‘because it’s boring…there’s nothing to
really connect myself to’. According to Anderson (2004), boredom can diminish quality
of life and impact hedonic wellbeing (Ryan & Deci 2001). Lyllah felt bored and
avoided her backyard ‘unless I’m like smoking or drinking’. Pelise, another young adult
participant, also disliked the enclosed nature of her backyard, ‘well to be honest it’s too
small…and there’s too many (houses) close by…I want the fence to be gone’. Fences
undermined all four younger adults’ participants’ wellbeing in SWS backyards, making
them feel enclosed (Fleuret & Atkinson 2007) – a theme that was shared in older adults’
narratives (Chapter 4). Furthermore, similar to older adults, familiar plants are highly
valued by younger adults because they offer possibilities to connect with Samoa through
memories, thus sustaining an emotional connection to their pre-migratory space (Head
et al. 2004; Tolia-Kelly 2004). Pelise stated: ‘Actually I like colourful plants…Like it
reminds me of Samoa’. Likewise, Tafiau described enjoying the presence of the lemon
and lime trees present in her backyard.

Mabel, Lyllah and Pelise did not identify any outdoor nature spaces as existing at the
neighbourhood scale. Tafiau was the only younger adult participant who considered
neighbourhood parks as outdoor nature. She discussed preferring to visit parks with
family members because she feels out of place when alone (Valentine 1989), ‘I don’t

know I just feel odd, like I am not supposed to be there. Like I just don’t belong there’.
Unlike older adults, these younger participants by-and-large did not consider
neighbourhood parks as spaces of wellbeing. They spoke, instead, about spaces beyond
their neighbourhoods.

Contrasting with older adults, younger adult participants reported being more mobile
across larger distances. Hence, accessibility was not a barrier and they spoke of visiting
spaces independently and across the larger geographical area of Greater Sydney. Lyllah
– like the other younger adults in this study – was able to identify outdoor nature spaces
that sustained her wellbeing in Greater Sydney. Lyllah spoke at length about two such
outdoor nature spaces: Bayview Park Wharf in Concord and Bundeena, in the Royal
National Park. Lyllah also spoke more generally about how beaches impact her
wellbeing, with Sydney’s beaches (other than Bundeena) being experienced as
heightened sites of alienation (Evers 2008). See Figure 19 for identified locations.

6.3 Outdoor nature spaces that sustain Lyllah’s wellbeing
This section has two parts. The first part introduces Bayview Park Wharf and Bundeena.
The second part offers an interpretation, drawing on the spaces of wellbeing framework
and focuses on the integrative and therapeutic dimensions of Bundeena and security
dimension of Bayview Park Wharf.

i)

Introducing Lyllah’s spaces of wellbeing: Bayview Park Wharf and
Bundeena

Bayview Park Wharf is located in the suburb of Concord, around 13 kilometres NorthWest of Sydney’s central business district (CBD) (see Figure 18). Approximately,

14,533 people live in Concord (ABS 2016). The wharf can be accessed via car or ferry.
It has a small sandy beach, grass, a car park and a small playground. Bayview Park
Wharf is a 25 to 30-minute drive from Lyllah’s home in SWS. Lyllah spoke of visiting
Bayview Park Wharf by car for the last six years, either by herself, with her sister or her
close friend. She frequents this park almost fortnightly on warmer summer nights.
Lyllah comes here to sit on the wharf, or walk around the bay, but does not go
swimming in the water because it is murky. The following extract from my research
diary details my visit to Bayview Park Wharf (see Figure 19) for the first time with
Lyllah during a go-along:

Figure 19. Research diary extract, go-along with Lyllah at Bayview Park Wharf.

Bundeena is a small township of approximately 1,919 people, 60 kilometres to the south
of Sydney CBD. Located in Royal National Park and on Port Hacking, Bundeena is
only accessible through the Royal National Park by car or by boat (ABS 2016).
As a child Lyllah visited Bundeena twice a year for several years with her immediate
family (sister, two brothers, mum and dad) staying in a friend’s beach house. Although
she no longer visits Bundeena at all, it remains a special place for Lyllah because of
fond memories of bonding with her siblings through long days swimming at the beach.

ii)

Therapeutic spaces: water, privacy and relaxation

Overall, the younger adult participants valued therapeutic benefits of relaxation and
privacy to sustain hedonic (state of happiness) wellbeing in Greater Sydney’s outdoor
nature spaces (Table 12). As discussed by Conradson (2005) emotional gains can be
experienced from being alone with the social and material qualities of a space. Lyllah
emphasised the therapeutic qualities of outdoor nature, valuing quietness, privacy and
water. She associated these qualities with being present at Bayview Park Wharf (see
Figure 20) and Bundeena.

Table 12. Greater Sydney as therapeutic spaces: key themes.
Therapeutic space themes
Quiet and secluded environment allows
relaxation
Self-healing can occur in particular Sydney
spaces depending on sociality

Participants
Lyllah, Tafiau, Pelise,
Mabel
Lyllah, Tafiau, Pelise

Figure 20. Bayview Park Wharf, Concord from go-along with Lyllah.

Other participants identified different locations. For instance, Pelise discussed the
therapeutic and integrative elements of the Chinese Garden of Friendship (in Darling
Harbour) and how it provides a private and relaxing retreat from everyday life (Gesler
1992). She also enjoyed visiting with close friends but not with her immediate family.
Instead she enjoys spending a full day with family at Coogee and Brighton-le-Sands
beaches. Tafiau feels Brighton-le-Sands is her ‘favourite beach in the whole wide world
because it’s like our family’s beach … and I know everything about that beach’.
However, she also enjoys going to the beach by herself to ‘breathe and calm…slow
everything down’ highlighting the significance for mental wellbeing connections to
space (Byrne et al. 2009). Mabel who is 18, the youngest participant and very busy with
casual work and tertiary studies, spoke of only visiting and enjoying outdoor nature
spaces if they sustained social integration between her friends (Dang 2014; Atkinson et

al. 2016) – for example, the Sydney Botanic Gardens. While the spaces that were valued
by these younger adult participants differed, they all shared the common characteristic
of being outside their SWS neighbourhoods.

Returning to Lyllah, Bayview Park Wharf provides an escape from household chores set
by her parents, enabling her to focus on herself. Lyllah described the wharf as ‘secluded
and very natural as well, the environment there…it’s quiet which I love’. She loves to
the affordances of privacy, ‘nature’ and quietness of this place. Gibbs (2009) discussed
the complex relationship between humans and water spaces arguing that more-thanhuman and cultural approaches to researching ‘nature’ are important to unpack the
subjective dimensions of watery experiences. Lyllah contrasted how she feels when
inside busy buildings to the outdoor wharf:
It just relaxes me cause of the quiet, like I can be with my thoughts and it’s like
this is actually nice not having to be answering to somebody. I think when I’m in
like a building I can still like hear other people. And I’m like: ‘Oh gosh like I
just don’t want to be, I guess, interrupted when I’m like having a conversation
with someone, or with myself.”

The quiet sounds of water moving, and the absence of crowds together generate
possibilities for Lyllah to not only relax but also think clearly. The sensation of water
promoting relaxation confirms Straughan’s (2012) interpretation of how the relative
silence of the aquatic environment can help sustain wellbeing through a re-centering of
the self. Furthermore, Lyllah feels her life is frequently interrupted in the familial home:

My parents are pastors – so we’ve always got people coming into the house and
just interrupting our life. Which like we don’t mind but we would rather not be
there. And, so, because of that they counsel people. They have a lot of, they call
them connect groups. And, my sister and I are like “uh we don’t really want to
talk [to] them in our house”. My parents are like “our doors are always open”
and I’m like “yep not my bedroom door”, like I don’t want anyone talking to
me. So, my sister and I usually…we will just go for a bit [to Bayview Park
Wharf].
Liu and Easthope (2016) identified the familial home as a place of constant parental
surveillance and lack of privacy for adult children. Lyllah’s sense of privacy in her
family home is further undermined by the consistent stream of visitors. Thus, Lyllah
escapes to the wharf where it is more tranquil because there fewer people and
interruptions and distance from parental surveillance.

Being present at the wharf acts as a catalyst for Lyllah to focus on her hedonic
wellbeing, she said: ‘It’s nice to come here…especially being in a household full of
people’. She discussed being able to re-energise and stabilise her emotions, ‘I’d be sad
most of the time, mainly sad but like it’s nice to be with my thoughts a bit. And just try
and gather myself’. Lyllah underscored how visiting this specific space allows her to
sustain her hedonic wellbeing by moving through the emotions of sad to happy (Ryan &
Deci 2001). Furthermore, she stipulated that the physical qualities of water surrounding
the wharf help form feelings of calmness, reducing her anxiety as also recounted by
Straughan (2012). ‘I like looking at [the] water’ Lyllah said – ‘that does calm me down
when I do get like anxious about things’.

Figure 21. Bayview Park Wharf, Lyllah sits at the end of this wharf.

When discussing the effect of being surrounded by water at the wharf and in the water
at Bundeena, Lyllah came to the realisation of her embodied connections to water
stating ‘I feel like a deep connection with water, so I like being around water’ (see
Figure 22). She explained that water promotes her self-identity and acknowledges her
Samoan ancestry. Lyllah outlined this eudaimonic wellbeing relationship:
I was only in Samoa a little bit, but I feel like I’m connected to the water
because you are surrounded by water over there. I feel that’s why I’m always
going back to water.
Lyllah’s words reflect the argument of diaspora researcher Tolia-Kelly (2004), who
argued that materials, in this case water, resonate with connections to memories that

constitute migrants’ social history and heritage cultures. Materials are embedded with
memories that stimulate connections to pre-migratory spaces. For Lyllah, connecting
with water creates a sense of belonging that is formed through a dynamic relationship
with materials, social history and memories. Lyllah’s life narrative about embodied
connections to her Samoan ancestry through water, extends on Gibbs’ (2009) argument
about the diverse cultural understandings of water and the multi-faceted role of ‘nature’
across different ontologies and epistemologies. Furthermore, Lyllah confirms GormanMurray and Bissell’s (2018) argument about how wellbeing can be sustained across
time and space as she draws upon memories of Bundeena and Samoa. Thus, Lyllah’s
interpretation reiterates subjective and eudaimonic understandings of wellbeing which
include a focus on self-realisation (Atkinson 2013).

Figure 22. View from the Bayview Park Wharf looking north-west, from go-along with
Lyllah.

For Lyllah, therapeutic benefits were present at Bundeena whereas, in her backyard,
‘there’s not really much that my backyard offers except for grass’. Lyllah is not able to
experience therapeutic elements in either her backyard or her neighbourhood. However,
she recounted why she enjoys Bundeena (despite not having visited for some time):

[It’s] beautiful, secluded, quiet…like when we [her immediate family] would
drive down it just was nice. Being in the city you don’t really see much of
that. So, it’s just really nice looking out and going down mountains [Royal
National Park] and up mountains it’s just beautiful and being on the beach.

The therapeutic values of seclusion, privacy and quietness that enable Lyllah to relax,
connect with Smith and Reid’s (2018) description of therapeutic landscapes as healing
places. Focusing on migrants’ experiences of Sydney’s Royal National Park, Thomas
(2001) found that childhood memories of landscapes were emotionally charged.
Lyllah’s childhood lived experiences of being present in and near the ocean at
Bundeena shares a likeness:
Lyllah: We were in the water pretty much all day and night.
Maddison: You didn’t find it too cold?
Lyllah: No and didn’t get sick of it. I love being in the water, I just don’t like
being in the water in Sydney [at Coogee, Bondi, Cronulla and Manly].
Lyllah described partaking in the same activities in Bundeena as when visiting Samoan
beaches, ‘we just spent like hours just lying in the water’. The therapeutic qualities of
the ocean allows her to ‘relax [and] feel comfortable’ illustrating Conradson’s (2005)
emphasis on the relational dynamics between wellbeing and affective physical

landscape qualities. Moreover, for Lyllah, bodily immersion in water creates a sense of
calm, ‘the feeling of being in the water is relaxing and I am a very anxious person so
just to have that like I think it is just relaxing and it’s very calm as well…’. Straughan’s
(2012) argument that emotions of wellbeing and calm are mobilised through immersion
in water, resonates with Lyllah’s experiences of emerging from the ocean in a calm and
relaxed state. The familiar connection to water creates a sense of release and freedom.

Similar to Bayview Park Wharf, Lyllah’s hedonic wellbeing was enhanced through
visiting Bundeena and she highlighted the ability of this beach to allow her to regroup
from everyday life in SWS:
Yeah, I think it was good to like just to disconnect for a bit from the city and just
kind of rejuvenate and then get back into life. But that was probably our
favourite place to go in the holidays. Just visiting that beach.
Interestingly, Lyllah tapped into the western idea that the city is devoid of nature,
whereas national parks are places for nature (Byrne 2012; Francis et al. 2012; Klocker
& Head 2013). Thus, visiting ‘nature’ offers the possibilities for rejuvenation – this is a
longstanding part of western narratives that configure nature as a place of escape and
fictionally separate humans and the urban from nature (Castree 2013).

ii)

Integrative qualities of Greater Sydney’s outdoor nature spaces

Spaces that enable intimate sociality between friends and immediate family groups
support integrative wellbeing (see Table 13) (Atkinson et al. 2016; Gorman-Murray &

Bissell 2018). Lyllah explained how Bayview Park Wharf sustains these relationships
currently and in the past Bundeena did as well.
Table 13. Greater Sydney as integrative spaces: key themes.
Integrative space themes
Enjoys spaces by with other
similar aged friends
Sociality amongst family
members

Participants
Lyllah, Pelise, Tafiau, Mabel
Lyllah, Pelise, Tafiau, Mabel

Bayview Park Wharf offers an opportunity for intimate sociality between Lyllah, her
friend and her sister. As previously mentioned, Lyllah feels restricted by the
surveillance of her parents in her familial home (Liu & Easthope 2016). Whereas, at the
wharf she recounted being able to ‘spend hours…just chatting yeah. We just like chill,
play music as well’. Fewer rules and less surveillance allow Lyllah, her sister and friend
to interact with each other and Bayview Park in the way they choose. Furthermore, the
quiet and seclusion of the ferry wharf provides an uninterrupted private space for Lyllah
and her sister to talk without their parents. For example, if they have had an argument at
home, they go to the wharf to work things out (see Figure 23):

Yeah, a lot better, I feel more calm. …we [herself and sister] would get into
fights so we would go there, and we would feel better to go home, and we
wouldn’t get into fights.

Figure 23. Wharf location where Lyllah sits with close companions.

Similarly, the privacy of Bayview Park Wharf allows for Lyllah and close companions
to discuss private matters – away from her parents’ busy home – and be able to provide
support for one another:

Yeah, she is a really close friend, so I bring her here like when, she has had a lot
of issues back like in the past. She is fine now but yeah just come just like get
away from everything but yeah, it’s really, really nice, it’s quiet which I love.

Unlike her backyard, Lyllah feels comfortable spending time with friends at the wharf,
because it is private. The space sustains integrative sociality and her hedonic wellbeing
by strengthening friendships, creating a connection to Bayview Park. Such embodied
emotional connections to space affirm Atkinson et al.’s (2012) argument regarding the

important interlinked emotional, cultural and social values that shape space and are
shaped in space. However, similar to her opinions about why Bundeena has therapeutic
qualities, a love for visiting this space is premised on the idea of a separation of humans
from the natural world (Byrne 2012; Francis et al. 2012; Castree 2013)

Likewise, Bundeena was remembered as an integrative space enjoyed alongside
Lyllah’s immediate family. Although she has not visited in eight years, her emotional
childhood memories of Bundeena sustain her wellbeing across space and time (Fleuret
& Prugneau 2015; Gorman-Murray & Bissell 2018). Lyllah spoke of Bundeena holidays
as family bonding time:

Ah [the] majority of the time [we] just [went] with family and then a couple
times with a few friends but my parents kind of liked to keep it a little secret.
Just so we were not bombarded with family.

Bairner (2014) found intimate emotional remembering can exert a powerful hold over
individuals even after several years have elapsed since the memories were formed.
Lyllah confirmed this relationship because she emphasised how visiting Bundeena was
an intimate occasion to be experienced amongst close family members and friends. This
space continues to evoke strong emotional memories of socialising and relaxing.

iv)

Spaces of security and capability of Greater Sydney outdoor nature spaces

Lyllah’s capability to visit outdoor nature spaces that sustain her wellbeing during
anytime of the day/night is aided by her feeling safe. Thus, spaces of capability and
security are interlinked (Table 14) (Waitt & Harada 2019), as shown in her discussion
of Bayview Park Wharf.

Table 14. Spaces of capability and security at the Greater Sydney scale: key themes.
Capability and security themes
Feeling safe to visit spaces at
night
Felt safe to visit places alone

Participants
Lyllah, Mabel
Lyllah, Pelise, Tafiau,
Mabel

As a younger adult, Lyllah’s sensation of safety at night in public spaces - specifically,
Bayview Park Wharf – contrasted with the narratives told by older adults (see Chapter
5.4). Lyllah troubled the naturalised idea that females feel unsafe after dark in public
spaces, especially in the presence of unknown people (Valentine 1989; Madge 1997;
Waitt & Knobel 2017). In fact, Lyllah prefers to visit the wharf at night to ensure
privacy, seclusion from other people and quietness. At night ‘there’s no one here,
literally there’s a few like fishermen around’. She does not feel unsafe or that she will
be interrupted by them, stating the situation is more a ‘yeah you do your thing, I’m just
gonna do my own thing’. When asked directly if she feels unsafe at night, she
responded in the context of Greater Sydney:

No, ah it’s really bad. I’ve had this discussion with a lot of my friends [and] I
feel over-confident in being an Islander, that nobody would hurt me.
And I’m just like I’ve never felt threatened by being outside or walking at night.

Which people are like ‘[you] should like you know be more careful’, but nah I
like it [visiting Bayview Park Wharf at night]

For Lyllah, Bayview Park Wharf embodies sensations of safety at night, despite
warnings from concerned friends. It is a space that sustains her wellbeing through
security, therapy, integrative and capability dimensions (Fleuret & Atkinson 2007).

6.4 Spaces that inhibit Lyllah’s wellbeing: Greater Sydney beaches
Some popular Greater Sydney beaches, including Coogee, Bondi, Cronulla and Manly,
inhibit Lyllah’s wellbeing. An interpretation of her experiences in these spaces is
provided in this section, framed around the interlinking relationship between spaces of
security, capability and specifically, recognitional justice (Waitt & Harada 2019). In
contrast to the beach at Bundeena, Lyllah did not speak of these beaches as having
positive therapeutic or integrative qualities. Instead, she found them to be spaces of
exclusion where her capabilities are not realised (Sen 1992). Two qualities work against
these beaches becoming outdoor spaces of wellbeing for Lyllah – 1. crowds and 2.
intersections of race and gender.

The integrative qualities of Sydney’s busy beaches – which bring large numbers of
people together, especially on summer days – act as a deterrent for Lyllah. For her, large
crowds make it impossible to experience the beach as a therapeutic space. She
experiences large crowds as judgemental, which generates anxiety rather than a positive
social environment:

I am a very anxious person … Here [Sydney beaches], I just do not feel relaxed
at all. There’s like so many people walking around…oh my gosh I just do not
like beaches over here.
Lyllah relived how she feels on the beaches when visiting Samoa, compared to
Sydney’s popular beaches. Her anxiety is heightened in Sydney by crowds, causing her
to not enjoy these spaces. In Samoa and Bundeena, Lyllah feels a strong connection to
water and bodily immersion in water therapeutically relaxes her (Straughan 2012).
However, at the popular beaches in Sydney her personal geography is vastly different:
And I just don’t like it and when I’m swimming as well, there’s people kicking
you and it’s just like oh my gosh, get out of my way. Like I’m just not a huge
fan.
The emotional experience of crowds results in Lyllah feeling uncomfortable. Her wish
to be separate from the crowd when enjoying a communal space contrasts to a vignette
in Bairner (2014)’s account of being a member of a crowd. Rather than the emotional
geographies of excitement reported by Bairner, Lyllah finds that crowded spaces induce
anxiety and discomfort.

Metusela and Waitt (2012) argued that the geographies of beaches in Sydney are
embedded in race and gender. Research illustrates how race and gender intersect,
making the beach a highly territorialised space – where processes of inclusion and
exclusion operate along the lines of skin colour, body shape and clothes (Table 15).
Drawing from Fleuret and Atkinson’s (2007) spaces of wellbeing framework, Lyllah’s
capability to safely visit certain beaches is hindered by experiences of recognitional
injustice.

Table 15. Recognitional justice and spaces of security at the Greater Sydney scale: key
themes.
Recognitional justice and security themes
Bikinis creating a sense of discomfort
Gendered and racialised bodies prevent
access and impact their wellbeing

Participants
Lyllah, Pelise
Lyllah, Pelise, Mabel

For visible migrants, experiences of safety are entangled with fears of being exposed to
and marginalised by race and gender (Valentine 1989; Waitt & Knobel 2017). For
Lyllah, these fears work against the possibility for busy Greater Sydney beaches to
operate as spaces of wellbeing through the dimensions of security and capability. Like
Tai’s experiences in neighbourhood spaces (see Chapter 5.4), Lyllah visits spaces
around Greater Sydney but – as a visible minority – does not feel able to freely to enjoy
some of these spaces (Evers 2008).

When asked if her ethnicity prevents her from going to particular spaces, Lyllah
responded, ‘Yes definitely, 100%. Or, I’m very aware of who I am and the colour of my
skin’. Lyllah described feeling ‘like spot the brown person’ when visiting busy public
areas. Moreover, age, gender and ethnicity are entangled to form feelings of
marginalisation (Valentine 1989) for Lyllah at Sydney beaches. Evers (2008) noted that
Sydney’s popular beaches are spaces where the presence of white people can cause
discomfort for ethnic minority groups. Lyllah expressed this discomfort in the presence
of white people, and to some extent – also in the presence of Pacific people, when
discussing how she feels by the wider community:
Like what do I do and just like how I act, my behaviour completely changes
depending on the type of group I’m surrounded by. Like if I’m with white
people I’m kind of like a bit more reserved and I try to be a bit more confident,

so it doesn’t give them a chance to be condescending towards me. Cause I find
like that is so common... because of my skin tone…I feel like a lot of white men,
they are extremely condescending towards me; they don’t even say anything it's
just the way they look...Yeah if I go to like an Islander event, I’ll feel a bit
uncomfortable in the sense because I’m not as Samoan as most are. But I’d feel
more comfortable where I don’t have to put on an act like you know I’m
confident, I can just be a bit more relaxed.
Lyllah’s discussion of the recognitional injustice at these particular beaches underscores
the racialised dimensions of Sydney beaches, most evident through the 2005 Cronulla
riots (Evers 2008). During the riots, hegemonic, white, masculine men made Cronulla
beach unsafe and excluded ethnic minority groups and their cultures.

Bathing suit sizes and shapes also cause Lyllah to feel discomfort in her body, and – in
turn – at some beaches. At crowded Sydney beaches, she prefers to be more clothed
than what is considered the norm according to the broader swimming public. Metusula
and Waitt (2012) explained that, since the 1930s, shrinking bathing costumes became
commercialised and a means of representing multiple subjectivities including gender,
age and race, and prioritised the shape of a female’s body to emphasise curves and
breasts. In contrast, Teaiwa (1994) explained how Pacific people can be offended by
how the bikini sexualises the female body (Linnekin 1997). Lyllah recounted how she
feels at popular Sydney beaches:
I hate those places [Manly, Cronulla and Coogee beaches]! Bondi the most!
Gosh just being amongst like people – rude people as well. I hate it and I’m
pretty self-conscious as well with my body, so I don’t really want to be out in a
bikini yeah…Manly is actually really beautiful but the people there are shit, like

it’s the crowd…If I go to the beach, I will jump in the water fully clothed.
Legit fully clothed, I wear a singlet and a sarong, and that is my bathing suit.
It would not be my decision to rock up in a two piece or even a one piece. It
would never be my decision to do that.
Khamis (2010) focused on the national conversation about what women wear at the
beach and how this impacts their Australian citizenship through cultural
marginalisation. While Khamis (2010) focused on Muslim women, as a visible minority
and female, Lyllah shares a similar experience because she does not wish to wear a
bikini and feels ostracised at the busy beach.

6.5 Conclusion
Fleuret and Atkinson’s (2007) spaces of wellbeing framework assists with
understanding spaces of outdoor nature that support wellbeing in the lives of younger
Samoan adults living in SWS. Like older adults, backyards played a limited role in
sustaining younger adults’ wellbeing. Instead, younger adults connected with outdoor
nature spaces at the Greater Sydney scale. Two key points arise. First, the focus on one
younger adult – Lyllah – underscored the importance of family and ancestry in
reciprocal relationships that comprise spaces of outdoor nature wellbeing. For Lyllah,
the relationships that comprise Bayview Park Wharf enable wellbeing through the
therapeutic and integrative dimensions of wellbeing afforded by quietness, seclusion
and the presence of water (Straughan 2012). The relationships that comprise Bayview
Park Wharf also offer Lyllah time-out from the parental home and opportunities to
relax, become less anxious and sustain intimate sociality between her sister and friends.
In comparison, Bundeena was embedded in childhood memories of happy family

holidays both in Australia and Samoa. Second, Lyllah’s narrative pointed out that for
migrants from the Minority World, the capacity for outdoor nature spaces to sustain
wellbeing are always embedded in race and gender (Khamis 2010). Important questions
are raised about sexism and racism in negotiating the outdoors, limiting the capacity for
visible minorities to experience wellbeing in (some) outdoor spaces.

Chapter 7: Thesis conclusion

(Romakh 2018)

The conclusion follows in two parts. The first part discusses how the thesis addressed
the research aims and questions. To do so, key interpretations are summarised. The
second part outlines future research agendas for advancing the connections between
ethnic minority migrants, cities, liveability and sustainability.

Thesis aims and findings

The psychological, health and sustainability benefits of ‘urban greenspace’ are well
established in the literature. In this context, the thesis aim was to consider how firstgeneration Samoan migrants living in South West Sydney (SWS) invite a rethinking of

the connection between greenspace and wellbeing. Three questions guided the research
to bring participants’ environmental knowledge to the fore:
1. How do first-generation Samoan migrants living in SWS understand
‘greenspace’ and ‘wellbeing’?
2. Where is the ‘wellbeing’ of first-generation Samoan migrants living in SWS
sustained or inhibited through connections with ‘greenspace’? Does this differ
across geographical scales, and for older and younger adults?
3. What dimensions of wellbeing are emphasised in Samoan migrants’ descriptions
of their everyday interactions with ‘greenspaces’ in SWS and beyond?

The project addressed the research aim and questions through a series of interconnected
steps. First, by conducting a literature review and offering Fleuret and Atkinson’s
(2007) conceptual framework, ‘spaces of wellbeing’ (Chapter 2). Second, employing a
Pacific cultural approach (talanoa) to gather the lived narratives of thirteen Samoans
living in SWS, with the help of a cultural liaison and a combination of conversation,
sketches and ‘go-alongs’ (Chapter 3). Third, by interpreting participants’ narratives
through the spaces of wellbeing framework (Chapter 4 – 6). Finally, this chapter offers
conclusions based on this qualitative project.

Chapter 2 defended the research aim by presenting a gap in the literature on ethnic
minority migrants’ understandings of ‘greenspace’ and ‘wellbeing’. Currently, urban
greenspaces are often defined in policy and scholarship through western colonial
ideologies that separate humans from the category of ‘nature’ (Castree 2013). Missing
are more relational understandings that suggest the impossibility of separating humans
from plants, non-human animals, rocks and soil. Moreover, emerging geographic
scholarship highlights the importance of work studying the environmental knowledge of

ethnic minority migrants in liveability and sustainability debates (Head et al. 2018).
Therefore, Chapter 2 set the foundation for this thesis to better understand how migrants
understand, interact and value ‘greenspace’. Previous studies have highlighted how
western cultural norms are taken for granted in the design and layout of greenspaces –
like parks (Thomas 2001). Public health studies have advocated for the physical and
psychological benefits of visiting urban greenspaces, conceiving wellbeing through
objective and hedonic understandings. Also, public health studies start from the premise
that they already understand what greenspace is because they are working within the
dominant cultural reference. Therefore, there is no need to question what greenspace is.
Emerging health geography studies focus on extending wellbeing research to also
consider subjective and eudaimonic understandings, and have shown that space, place
and context remain largely neglected in the wellbeing literature (Fleuret and Atkinson
2007; Gorman-Murray & Bissell 2018; Smith & Reid 2018). Chapter 2 offers a
conceptual framework developed by Fleuret and Atkinson (2007) to analyse wellbeing
as simultaneously hedonic and eudaimonic. This framework offers insights to how the
research participants’ understand greenspaces, and what types of greenspaces bolster or
undermine their wellbeing.

Chapter 3 focused on the cross-cultural research design and helped address the first
research question ‘How do first-generation Samoan migrants living in SWS understand
‘greenspace’ and ‘wellbeing’?’. First, by acknowledging the importance of decolonising
research, the chapter oriented the study within a talanoa approach. Talanoa assisted with
guiding the research to gather rich empirical data through incorporating cultural
research practices and ethical considerations into the design. Second, the chapter
explained how the cultural liaison was essential given the research involved Pacific

peoples (Vaioleti 2006; Byrnes 2017). The cultural liaison helped not only with
recruitment but also with ensuring appropriate terminology was chosen – for instance,
‘outdoor nature space’ because ‘greenspace’ would be meaningless to participants.

Third, to better understand where, how, and why Samoan migrants interact with outdoor
nature spaces, a qualitative mixed-method approach combined semi-structured
interviews, a portrait approach, go-alongs and concentric circle diagrams with critical
reflexivity. A conversational-style interview allowed for participants to become
emotionally reflexive and draw upon memories, personal and emotional connections
across space and time from Samoa to Sydney (Tolia-Kelly 2004; Vaioletti 2006). The
interview structure, by geographical scale, assisted participants to identify outdoor
nature spaces that shaped their wellbeing. The personal research diary enabled me to
remain critically reflexive and understand my positionality within the project (Hay
2016).

Chapters 4-6 offer interpretations to help answer: (1) Where is the ‘wellbeing’ of firstgeneration Samoan migrants living in SWS sustained or inhibited through connections
with ‘greenspace’? and (2) Does this differ across geographical scales, and for older and
younger adults? To do so, Chapters 4 and 5 were framed around ‘portraits’ of five older
adults and Chapter 6 around that of one younger adult. Portraits offered possibilities to
provide rich insights into migrants’ individual lived experiences. In this thesis, portraits
enabled similarities and differences across the life-course to be discussed.

Chapter 4 addressed the research questions by focussing on backyards. The chapter
argued that SWS backyards lack qualities that allow them to become outdoor nature

spaces that sustain the wellbeing of older adult Samoan migrants. Several key themes
emerged. First, the chapter outlined issues with the material qualities of enclosed
backyards. The presence of fences prevented sociality between family members and
neighbours and the absence of familiar flora from the participants’ pre-migration
gardens was a further cause of disconnect (Tolia-Kelly 2004; Atkinson et al. 2016).
Second, tenancy agreements caused the participants to feel a lack of embodied
connection to backyards by restricting important cultural practices from occurring such
as burying of umbilical cords and by imposing unwanted responsibilities of rental
maintenance, including mowing the lawn. Life narratives confirmed arguments within
diaspora studies about the need for – and difficulty of – creating connections with new
spaces post-migration. When exploring wellbeing across geographical scales, the spaces
of wellbeing framework was effective in examining spatial and contextual dimensions
(Fleuret & Atkinson 2007; Atkinson 2013; Gorman-Murray & Bissell 2018).

Chapter 5 provided interpretation of how older adult Samoan migrants understand
outdoor nature and wellbeing at the neighbourhood scale. The chapter offered an
interpretation of various outdoor nature spaces identified by the participants that
sustained or undermined their wellbeing, including neighbourhood parks, pathways and
sports-fields. The findings showed that specific neighbourhood spaces overcame some
of the barriers to wellbeing that the participants experienced in their backyards. The
chapter demonstrated the types of qualities that the participants valued in outdoor nature
spaces including ‘openness’ that enabled exercise and sociality/play between family
members. Furthermore, the chapter illustrated that visiting these places promoted
relaxation and spurred emotional memories of Samoa from the presence of familiar

flora. However, these outdoor spaces were always ambiguous. For example, women
spoke of fear of violence, particularly after dark (Valentine 1989)

Chapter 6 discussed younger first-generation Samoan adults’ wellbeing. Several central
themes emerged. Outdoor nature spaces shape the wellbeing of younger Samoan
migrants, in ways that overlap and differ from the experiences of older adults. A key
point of difference between younger and older adults was their greater mobility. An indepth analysis through the spaces of wellbeing framework was conducted for one
participant who provided a detailed life narrative. Quietness and seclusion were valued
attributes of outdoor nature spaces that calmed feelings of anxiety and enabled intimate
sociality between close friends and family. Also, bodily immersion in water (the ocean),
reduced anxiety and promoted feelings of calmness and relaxation (Straughan 2012).
However, the presence of crowds led to feelings of judgement based on previous
experiences, at the intersection of gender and race. Thus, Greater Sydney beaches
(Bondi, Coogee, Manly and Cronulla) that are popular and often crowded inhibited
wellbeing because of these embodied experiences.

Future research agendas
In Sydney, 72,223 people claim a Pacific Islander ancestry, with 38 per cent Samoan
(ABS 2016). While the Samoan migrants involved in this study offered insights to their
experiences of ‘outdoor nature’, the small participant sample is not representative of the
broader Samoan community, let alone wider ethnic minority or first-generation migrant
populations. Therefore, as set out in the literature, future research needs to continue to
investigate diverse ethnic minority migrants’ ontologies. The second wider future
research agenda relates to the challenges ethnic minority migrants may have with

experiencing ‘greenspace’ in their post-migratory environments. For instance, this thesis
has shown the challenges posed by tenure and findings aligned with broader research on
diaspora communities which highlights the challenges of making home post-migration.
Therefore, the second research area may focus on the notion of precarity and how this
impacts the time and energy migrants can invest in the ‘outdoors’? The complexities of
the embodied histories and life courses of migrants may change both why and where
people seek greenspace. Researching the reasons why people migrate, and their
expectations of returning to their pre-migration homes and what type of migrant they
are; may provide an understanding of how much investment that they may make in
creating Sydney as a home.

The interpretation chapters underscored that the connections between urban greenspace
and wellbeing are experienced differently by diverse groups. Given the financial
barriers associated with home ownership, other migrant groups form the Majority World
may share similar experiences as tenants who are unable to modify their backyards in
ways that sustain their wellbeing. Therefore, it is critical for planners in diverse cities to
address the challenge of designing inclusive and liveable neighbourhood greenspaces,
by accommodating insights of ethnic minority migrants from a wide range of countries.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Participant Information Sheet
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET FOR INTERVIEWEES
You are invited to participate in a research project conducted by researchers from the
University of Wollongong. The title of the project is: Samoans, environmental
knowledge and the everyday outdoors: spaces of wellbeing in south west Sydney.
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH: The research is being undertaken as part of
Maddison Shaw’s Bachelor of Science Honours thesis. Her supervisors are: Professor
Gordon Waitt and Dr Natascha Klocker. The aim of this project is to better understand
how everyday outdoor interactions with greenspaces sustain the wellbeing of Pacific
Islander migrants, specifically Samoans, living in south west Sydney. You have been
identified as a possible participant in this study because you are a first-generation
migrant from Samoa, and you are over the age of 18.
We would like to understand more about your interactions with urban greenspaces in
Sydney. We would like to learn more about how these spaces impact your wellbeing, as
well as about the spaces that are meaningful to you and the spaces you avoid.
RESEARCHERS:
•
•
•
•

Miss Maddison Shaw, School of Geography and Sustainable Communities, University of
Wollongong (ms916@uowmail.edu.au; 0439964333)
Professor Gordon Waitt, School of Geography and Sustainable Communities, University of
Wollongong (gwaitt@uow.edu.au; 02 4221 3684)
Dr Natascha Klocker, School of Geography and Sustainable Communities, University of
Wollongong (natascha_klocker@uow.edu.au; 02 4298 1331)
[Name of cultural liaison will be added here once identified]

RESEARCH METHODS AND DEMANDS ON PARTICIPANTS:
If you choose to participate in this study, you will be asked to participate in two
activities.
1. Semi-structured Interview (around 90 minutes)

The interview will take place at a time and location that is convenient for you, in
Samoan or English. The interview will be audio-recorded and transcribed to make sure
that your ideas are reported accurately. Prior to the interview, you will have time to ask
any further questions and a consent form will be given to you. Once the consent form
has been signed the interview will begin. Some of the questions we will ask you during
the interview include:
•
•
•

•

What types of outdoor spaces were important to you, growing up in Samoa?
Which green spaces in and around the house are most important to you? Why?
Which green spaces in and around your neighbourhood do you avoid? Can tell me a story
about why you avoid these places?
What sorts of emotions do you feel when you are in particular green spaces?

You will then be invited to participate in either a go-along interview or photo diary.

2. Go-along interview (around 60 minutes)

We will ask you to take the researchers to an urban green space that is meaningful to
you during a time when you would usually visit that place. While we are there, we will
speak to you about how you feel in that space. That conversation will also be audiorecorded, and you will be given a new consent form to sign before the go-along
interview.
OR
3. Photo diary (60 minutes + time taking photos)

Photographs are important for sharing stories. We will invite you to take photographs of
greenspaces that are meaningful to you, over the course of one week. These spaces may
be meaningful to you in either positive and negative ways. Please only take photos of
places that are part of your regular routine. You do not need to travel to extra places to
take photos. The photos will only be of landscapes, please do not take photos of
yourself or other people. We will use these photos as a prompt during our follow-up
conversation which will be audio-recorded and take around 60 minutes. We will give
you a new consent form if you are willing to share the photographs with the researchers
for inclusion in the thesis or other publications.
All of these activities are voluntary, and you can participate in as many or as few
as you wish.
POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS: We do not
believe that this research will put you at any risk. We can see no inconvenience, apart
from the time taken for the interview and go-along interview or follow-up interview. If
you decide not to participate in this study, this will not affect your relationship with the
University of Wollongong.
If you decide during the interview or go-along that you no longer want to be involved in
this research project, you are free to stop at any time. You can also tell the researchers if
would like to withdraw the information that you have provided up to that point. If there
are any questions that you do not want to answer, or that make you uncomfortable, you
do not have to answer.
After the interview, we will give you a copy of your interview recording. You will have
a chance to check the recording. If there is anything that you said that makes you
uncomfortable, you can contact the researchers within four weeks of receiving the
recording to withdraw that information.
While unlikely, there is a chance that you might become upset while discussing your
experiences in Sydney. If this happens, you can contact qualified counsellors at Lifeline;
13 11 14.
BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH:
The research findings will be published in academic journals, presented at national or
international conferences and will be included in a Honours thesis. They may also be
discussed in media interview or online (e.g. blogs). The research is unlikely to have any
immediate benefits, but the findings will be used to advocate for more inclusive
approaches to planning urban greenspace.
You can decide if you would like to be referred to by your real first name in these
publications, or whether you would prefer that we use a pseudonym (fake name) to hide

your identity. As a small token of our appreciation for your time we will offer you a $30
voucher for Coles or Woolworths for your participation.
ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS: This study has been reviewed by the
Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Wollongong, Ref [2019/177].
If you have any concerns or complaints about the way this research has been conducted,
you can contact the Ethics Officer (02) 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
If you have any questions or are interested in participating, please contact Maddison
Shaw on the details provided above. This Participant Information Sheet is for you to
keep.

Appendix 2: Interview schedule and question
Interview schedule
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this conversation with me about the outdoors,
and specifically greenspaces. Please let me know at any time during the interview if you
wish to stop or wish to have a break. I am using a recording device to assist with an
accurate collection of your insights.
Our conversation is structured into two sections – first meaningful outdoor greenspaces
growing up in Samoa, and then meaningful outdoor greenspaces having migrated to
Sydney, Australia.
This first part focuses on your outdoor life in Samoa – the past
First, I want to begin talking about Samoa. Growing up in Samoa, please tell me about
which outdoor greenspaces were meaningful to you.
[Prompts]
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

What did going to these places facilitate?
How did you learn about these places?
Can you share with me your first memory of a particular outdoor greenspace?
Can you share with me your most memorable moment of being in an outdoor
greenspace?
What sorts of things made you feel connected to these places?
Did anything work against your feelings of connectedness to these places?
Tell me more about any greenspaces that you did not feel connections to?
Please tell me how the role of greenspaces changed over the course of your life in
Samoa?

Now I’d like to talk about your outdoor life in Sydney, Australia - today
We are interested in what outdoor green spaces mean to you in your everyday life today,
living in Australia.
To help guide our conversation, I am going to ask you to talk about meaningful
greenspaces across different geographical scales, from the house, to the neighbourhood,
to the city, and to then beyond the city.
I have this diagram (attached as Appendix 6) to help you think about different
greenspaces that are meaningful to you at each scale.
So, let’s start at the scale of the house.
The centre circle represents the area just outside your home. Can you list any
meaningful greenspaces on the diagram e.g. – garden, balcony, backyard….
I am interested in learning more about the different ways each of these green spaces
have become meaningful in your life.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

When do you go there? Why?
What do you do here?
What does being in this place allow you to feel or achieve?
What allows/opens up your connections to/in this place?
What works against your connections to/in this place?
What sorts of emotions are generated through being in this place?
Which green places in and around the house do you avoid? Why
Which green spaces in and around the house are most important to you? Why?

In the circle surrounding the inner one, can you start to label or sketch outdoor places
that are meaningful to you that are found in your neighbourhood?
Your neighbourhood
I am interested in learning more about the different ways each of the green spaces in
your neighbourhood have become meaningful in your life.
[Prompts]
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

When do you go there? Why?
How did you learn about this place?
What do you do here?
What does being in this place allow you to feel or achieve?
What allows/opens up connections to/in this place?
What works against connections in this place?
What sorts of emotions are generated through being in this place?
Which green places in and around your neighbourhood do you avoid? Can tell me a
story about why you avoid these places?
25. Which greenspaces are important to you in your neighbourhood?

Greater Sydney
The next wider circle represents areas in the whole of Sydney. Could you please label or
sketch green spaces that are meaningful to you within Sydney.
[Prompts]
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

When do you go there? Why?
How did you learn about this place?
What do you do here?
What does being in this place allow you to feel or achieve?
What allows/opens up connections to/in this place?
What works against connections in this place?
What sorts of emotions are generated through being in this place?
Which green places in and around Sydney do you avoid? Why?

Just beyond Sydney
The next wider circle represents any places just outside of Sydney. Could you please
label or sketch green spaces that are meaningful to you must beyond metropolitan
Sydney.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

When do you go there? Why?
How did you learn about this place?
What do you do here?
What does being in this place allow you to feel or achieve?
What allows/opens up connections to/in this place?
What works against connections in this place?
What sorts of emotions are generated through being in this place?
Which green places beyond Sydney do you avoid? Can tell me a story about why you
avoid these places

42. Which spaces are important to you beyond Sydney?

Closing remarks
We have covered lots of ground and spoken about many places. Before we end, I would
like to ask you a few over-arching questions.
How important are green spaces in supporting your wellbeing in Sydney? [Prompt for
explanation of how/why, and which greenspaces…]
How important are green spaces in helping you feel a sense of belonging in Sydney?
[Prompt for explanation of how/why, and which greenspaces…]
What changes could be made to the greenspaces in your area that would further enhance
your wellbeing?
What changes could be made to the greenspaces in your area that would further enhance
your sense of belonging.
I would like to give you this opportunity if you would like to reflect on anything we
have spoken about today or would you like to add anything.

NOTE: DURING THE GO-ALONG INTERVIEWS, AND DURING THE
FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS RELATING TO PHOTO DIARIES, THE
PROMPTS WILL REMAIN VERY SIMILAR:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

When do you usually go there/come here?
How did you learn about this place?
What do you do there/here?
What does being in this place allow you to feel or achieve?
What allows/opens up connections to/in this place?
What works against connections to this place?
What sorts of emotions are generated through being in this place?
In what way is this green space meaningful to you (Is it a place you like to visit? A place
that you avoid? Why?)
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Dear Professor Waitt,
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Approval Date:
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Expiry Date:
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